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ABSTRACT
Tackling the problem of obsolescence in North American cities, this thesis interrogates
the question of how we should plan for the regeneration of aging office buildings. I argue
that current whole-building, coarse-grained office-to-residential conversion results in
entire urban neighborhoods turning into “sanitized vertical suburbia” (Moss 2017) that fail to
create balanced, affordable, and inclusive communities. In response, this thesis offers a new
floor-by-floor “fine-grained” (Lynch 1981) framework for space conversion. As a case study,
I look at conversions In Manhattan’s busy financial district that have created an instant elite
neighborhood, with 10,000 new luxury units developed over the past fifteen years. To address
hyper-gentrification generated by current conversion methods, I introduce a 3D Design and
Data Toolkit (DDT) that redefines the conversion process and offers a selective, floor-by-floor
approach to balance the quantity and mix of new residential units with the quality of urban life.
This tool helps city planners, urban designers, and developers identify spaces for conversion
and match demand and supply across scales. As such, this work offers a strategic, multiscaled approach aimed at reducing grain, increasing market potential, and reinforcing urban
vitality in a new conversion process.
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Chapter One - Retrofitting 21st
century cities. The New Urban
Crisis, Hyper-Gentrification,
Economic Obsolescence, and
Granular Urbanism.
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Introduction
Objectives

Methodology
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Research Goals &
Methodology
1.1 Introduction

OBJECTIVES, HYPOTHESIS AND
METHODOLOGIES

Converting existing office buildings into residential units

offers a unique way for cities to grow without the frequent

need to destroy their existing structures. By creating robust,
technologically-enabled

repositioning

strategies,

cities

can combat accelerating economic obsolescence while
1.
One example of
this volatility in the office
market is the rise and
fall of WeWork in 2019.
Zeitlin, Matthew. “Why
WeWork Went Wrong.” The
Guardian, December 20,
2019, sec. Business. https://
www.theguardian.com/
business/2019/dec/20/whywework-went-wrong.

expending fewer resources in the process. Keeping the older

buildings by changing their use also solves two big problems
for Central Business Districts. First, it helps relieve some of
the volatility related to the increasing vacancies in older office

buildings1, and second, it responds to a critical shortage of

housing in walkable urban places. Today, however, this form

of adaptive reuse is not considered as a viable response
to these problems, since current modes of conversion,
both from the public and private perspective, fail to achieve

scalable, reliable, and equitable results. The main argument
of this thesis is that current methods of repositioning

office buildings are constrained in three significant ways.

First, current conversion procedures are restricted to the
property scale and therefore require the whole buildings to

repositioned from office to residential use. Second, most

modern office buildings are unsuited for residential use
because of their massive floor plate size, which limits their

capacity to integrate standard residential typologies. Third,

the impact of introducing large amounts of residential units
into constrained urban environments includes a high risk
of congestion, exclusionary regulation, and gentrification.

These risks amount to a significant negative impact on

municipal services and the wellbeing of existing and future
communities.
14
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To better understand the governing determinants

of adaptive reuse strategies for office conversions in the
context of commercial office buildings within North American
Financial Districts, this work considers three questions
related to the drivers, outcomes and barriers for conversion:

•

Drivers - What are the catalysts of office-to-

residential conversion projects in North American
Cities, and how did these manifest in Manhattans
Financial District?

•

Outcomes: What were the physical, economic, and
social consequences of the conversion process?

What are the impacts on local neighborhoods and
across New York City?
•

Barriers: What are the obstacles to achieving
scalable strategic office-conversions, and what
tools are required to address these challenges?

In response to these questions, the final two chapters

of this thesis introduce a design-driven approach that
incorporates Stewart Brand’s idea of ‘Shearing layers’2

to build out and test one strategy aimed at lowering the
existing barriers for office-to-residential conversions. The

Granular Urbanism Tool-kit was designed to perform

2.
Brand, Stewart.
How Buildings Learn: What
Happens After They’re Built.
Reprint edition. New York,
NY: Penguin Books, 1995.

two specific tasks. First, help city planners, urban designers,

and developers identify spaces for conversion at the intra-

building scale, and second, help evaluate the impact of the
new residential units on the immediate urban system.
`The Big Question
The meta-question of this thesis is - what is The New

Urban Crisis3, and what does it mean for the future of

North American Cities?. Responding to this question, the
work focuses on the impact of obsolescence, overbuilding

4

and The New Urban Crisis on North American Financial
Districts.

15

3.
Florida, Richard.
The New Urban Crisis. New
York: Basic Books, 2018.
4.
Weber, Rachel.
From Boom to Bubble: How
Finance Built the New Chicago. University of Chicago
Press, 2015.

In this way, the first part of this thesis qualifies and

interrogates the commencement of this the New Crisis5

- defined by growing inequality and the lack of affordable,
just, and balanced economic development - by looking at

the history of financial crises and their impact on North
American Cities. This historical examination is paired with

a critical review of particular economic principles that are
directly responsible for the acceleration of urban economic

obsolescence and the resulting hyper-financialized mode of
real estate development.
Goals
Beyond the analytical investigation of the economic

5.
Focusing on the
421-g Tax Incentive program
- a real estate tax exemption
and abatement program for
conversion of commercial
buildings in lower Manhattan
between 1995 - 2006.

conditions that created the current urban crisis and the

contextual examination of planning regulation aimed at
producing a market-driven response,6 this work introduces

a propositional framework aimed at addressing the barriers
for converting office buildings into residential use. Following
this reasoning, the direct objective of this thesis is to carefully
consider the implications of office conversion in North

American Financial Districts through a combination of three
investigatory methods:

1.		

Gather historical evidence to demonstrate

how the New Urban Crisis, hyper-gentrification, and

accelerated obsolescence are bound in a continual
feedback loop.
2.		

Analyze a location where an extensive

collection of older office buildings were converted into

residential units and evaluate the impact this process
had on that district.
3.		

Propose a multi-scale tool-kit for performance-

based planning and development pipeline, aimed at

lowering the barriers of converting office space across
communities and neighborhoods.

16
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Thesis Research Question:

What is the future
of aging office
buildings in North
American Financial
Districts?

17

Thesis roadmap.
Chapter one provides an overview of the dissertation

and frames the problem the work is responding to and

the methods used to address it. Chapter two looks at the
history of the Urban Crisis and investigates how a range of

6. “Dawn of a New
Downtown: The
Transformation of Lower
Manhattan since 9/11 | 6sqft.”
Accessed January 13, 2020.
https://www.6sqft.com/
dawn-of-a-new-downtownthe-transformation-of-lowermanhattan-since-911/.

catastrophic economic events has impacted cities. Chapter
three introduces the concept of economic obsolescence
and investigates the intersection of land-use policy, urban

economics and finance on North American Financial
Districts. Chapter four details the rise of the modern office

building and examines the advantages and disadvantages

of repositioning strategies. Chapter five introduces a case
Urbanism
study for the Granular
office conversion
trend,7 focusing on New

York’s Financial District (FiDi) and investigates the district’s
relevant history and current status as a rising residential
district. Chapter five introduces a case study for the office

conversion trend, focusing on New York’s Financial District

(FiDi) and investigates the district’s relevant history and

current status as a rising residential district. Chapter six

considers the lessons learned in the FiDi case and offers six
principles aimed at lowering the barriers for converting office
spaces. Chapter Seven is an implementation of the Granular
Urbanism approach. Chapter seven provides an application
of these principles in the context of Midtown Manhattan.
Figure 2.
Thesis structure
diagram. A pipeline
for investigation and
intervention.

Lan use

“Urban Crisis”

Thesis Question

History

Gran.Urb

Policy

Economics

Practice

Buildings

Typology
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Heuristics

Principles

Tool Kit
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WHY
A new urban crisis is generating
accelerated urban development and
advancing the economic obsolescence of
older office buildings.

WHAT
Address hyper-obsolesce by unlocking
underutilized and underperforming
commercial office space in financial
districts and converting it into residential
use.

HOW
Develop a multi-scaled approach aimed at
reducing grain and reinforcing balanced
urban development for a new conversion
process.
19

“The expansion of cities gives
land in certain sections an
artificial and often enormously
increasing value.”
Friedrich Engels, 1872.

Friedrich Engels, 1872.

Chapter Two - The history of the
Urban Crisis: How have previous
catastrophic economic events
impacted North American Cities?
20
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2

Urban Crisis
Great Depression - 1929
Suburban Crisis - 1970
Subprime Crisis - 2008
The New Urban Crisis - 2019
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Historical Patterns of
Booms and Busts
2.1 Urban Crisis

INTRODUCTION: A SHORT HISTORY OF URBAN
ECONOMIC CYCLES

The historical impacts of economic expansion on cities

have been investigated thoroughly in academia, most notably

by Jane Jacobs, who identified the main drivers of urban
prosperity and growth looking back as far as agricultural
7. Jacobs, Jane. The Economy of Cities. First Paperback
Edition. New York: Vintage,
1970.

societies.8 The modern history economic cycles and urban

development often follows a timeline which starts with
the mass urbanization of the 1890s, followed by a great
depression in the late 1920s, the rise of the Suburbs in the

1950s, a municipal economic collapse in the mid-1970s, a
global financial crisis in 2008, and a second urban crisis that

is currently of unfolding. Instead of attempting to review the

entire history of urban development, this chapter focuses on

four specific moments of economic downturns and tracks
their impact on North American Cities. These are: 1) the first

financial Crisis of 1929. 2) The Original Urban Crisis of late
1970, 3) The 2008 Financial Crisis, and 4) the New Urban

Crisis. This chapter is a summary of these events, aimed at
framing the meta-question of this thesis - what is the New

Urban Crisis, how did it evolve, and what does it mean for
the future of office buildings in North American Cities?

The term ‘Urban Crisis.’
The concept of an ‘urban crisis’ tracks back almost 150

8.
Karl Friedrich Engels, and Karl Marx: 1871-74,
Collected Works 23 (London:
Lawrence & Wishart, 1988).
123`

years back to Friedrich Engels and his 1872 pamphlet ‘The

Housing Question’.9 In this iconic document, Engels argued
that capitalist society is inherently flawed and, therefore, will

inevitably fail to provide appropriate urban services to city
dwellers. Engels was the first to describe the challenges of
24
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accelerated urbanization and how these changes impact

downtowns, where replacement costs are often artificially

manipulated, increasing the probability of an economic
meltdown. “The expansion of the big modern cities gives the
land in certain sections of them, particularly in those which are

centrally situated, an artificial and often enormously increasing

value; the buildings erected in these areas depress this value,
instead of increasing it because they no longer correspond

9.

Ibid:. 123.

to the changed circumstances; they are pulled down and
replaced by others.”10 The meaning, velocity and impact of the
urban crisis on cities have changed dramatically since Engels
by a century and a half of economic, social, and technological

progress.11 These developments can be interpreted through

the lens of four idiosyncratic processes and mapped to the
timeline of North American Downtowns in the following way:

•

•

•

•

1880 – 1930: Financial Crisis – consolidation,
urbanization, great depression, and the rise of the
skyscraper and the automobile.

1830 – 1980: Suburban Crisis - State power, urban
decline, institutional securitization, and the growth
of contemporary corporate economies.

1980 – 2010: Housing Crisis - Primary and secondary
mortgage

markets,

REITs,

digitized

financial

systems, and speculative real estate investments.

2010 – 2020: New Urban Crisis – the creative class,

shifting household structures, office conversion,
rising inequality, and global digital economies.

The rest of this chapter provides an analysis of each

historical period by focusing on one economic crisis at a time.

The purpose is to observe patterns and consider the influence

each event has had on the evolution and current condition of
North American Financial Districts. By taking a long view of
history, both the importance of converting older buildings and
the limitations of the process become apparent.

25

10.
Mikael Hård and
Andrew Jamison, eds., The
Intellectual Appropriation
of Technology: Discourses
on Modernity, 1900-1939. P
6-22.

2.1

“Great Depression”

1929

“On a fateful Tuesday in October 1929,
American citizens experienced the
beginning of the worst economic disaster
in the country’s history. In just one day, on
October 29, 1929, the whole stock market
lost over $14 billion” 12

11. “CommonLit | An
Overview of the Great
Depression,” CommonLit,
accessed December 20,
2019, https://www.commonlit.
org/en/texts/an-overview-ofthe-great-depression. 76

26
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The Great Depression was a severe economic crisis that lasted for

more than ten years and hurt millions of people around the country.
It was the most prolonged, most profound, and most widespread
depression of the 20th century.

Figure 4.
Huts and unemployed, West
Houston and Mercer St.,
Manhattan. Image ID: 482853
By Berenice Abbott in the public
domain.
27

The First Financial Crisis:
FHA and the American
Dream
2.2 Great Depression
THE GREAT DEPRESSION

HOMEOWNERSHIP AND FANNIE MAE

During the 1920s, large U.S. cities enjoyed steady

growth. With the end of large-scale immigration, the urban
population stabilized, and the expansion of the job market
12.
Michael A.
Bernstein, The Great
Depression: delayed
recovery and economic
change in America, 19291939 (1989). P 14.

allowed for upward social mobility.13 Investment in office

buildings, stores, factories, utilities, streets, and, especially,
apartments and single-family homes, added substantially
to the urban infrastructure and contributed to the notion

that better times lay ahead.14 This optimism disappeared

13.

Ibid:. 18.

after 1929, making long term private investment in cities

14.

Ibid:. 22.

was dominant in the 1920s, reversed itself as millions headed

inadvisable. The migration from rural areas to the cities, which
back to the family farm.15 Most notable was the collapse of

the construction industry, with new construction rates falling

15.
Robert L. Boyd,
“A “migration of despair”:
unemployment, the search
for work, and migration
to farms during the Great
Depression.” P.184

to less than 10 percent of the norm in the late 1920s and

the disappearance of two million high paying jobs in the
construction trades.16 Despite assurances from President

Herbert Hoover and other leaders that the crisis would run

its course, by 1930, 4 million Americans looking for work
could not find it; that number had risen to 6 million in 1931.17

Meanwhile, the country’s industrial production had dropped

16.
Hamilton Cravens,
Great Depression: People
and Perspectives. P. 71

by half. Bread lines, soup kitchens, and increasing numbers
of homeless people became common in America’s towns
and cities. Farmers couldn’t afford to harvest their crops and

were forced to leave them rotting in the fields while people

elsewhere starved. In 1930, severe droughts in the Southern

Plains brought high winds and dust from Texas to Nebraska,
17.

Ibid:. 42.

killing people, livestock, and crops. The “Dust Bowl” inspired

a mass migration of people from farmland to cities in search
of work18.
28
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Banks runs and the New Deal
In the fall of 1930, the first of four waves of banking

panics began, as large numbers of investors lost confidence
in the solvency of their banks, creating bank runs which swept

the United States again in the spring and fall of 1931 and the
fall of 1932, and by early 1933 thousands of banks had closed

their doors.19 President Hoover, who took office only months

18.
Galbraith, John
Kenneth. The Great Crash
1929. First edition. Boston:
Mariner Books, 2009.
19. P 154

before the great depression started, eventually responded

by supporting failing banks and other institutions with
government loans. Hoover, a Republican who had formerly
served as U.S. secretary of commerce, believed that the

government should not directly intervene in the economy and

20.
Hoover, Herbert.
2015. The memoirs of
Herbert Hoover: Years of
adventure, 1874-1920.

that it did not have the responsibility to create jobs or provide
economic relief for its citizens20.

The American public strongly disagreed with Hoover’s

policies, and in 1932 with the country quickly sinking into the
Great Depression with some 15 million people (more than

20 percent of the U.S. population at the time) unemployed,
Democrat Franklin D. Roosevelt won an overwhelming victory

in the presidential election.21 By that time, the crisis was in
full swing. By Inauguration Day (March 4, 1933), every U.S.

21.
William E. Leuchtenburg, Franklin D. Roosevelt
and the New Deal: 1932-1940
(New York: Harper Perennial,
2009). 61

state had ordered all remaining banks to close at the end
of the fourth wave of banking panics, and the U.S. Treasury
didn’t have enough cash to pay all government workers.22

22.

Nevertheless, FDR projected a calm energy and optimism,
famously declaring “the only thing we have to fear is fear
itself.”

“By 1930, 4 million Americans
looking for work could not find
it; that number had risen to 6
million by 1931.”
Franklin D. Roosevelt and the New Deal

29

Ibid:. 69.

Roosevelt’s New Deal expanded Hoover’s incentive

policies aimed at encouraging state and local governments
to develop public projects, who had experienced a sharp fall

in tax collections. However, while this expansion may have
23.

slowed the rise in unemployment, the spending was not

Ibid:. 101-115.

sustainable in the face of falling tax revenues and unattractive
municipal bonds.23 Sharply depressed tax revenues meant

24.
WPA, PWA and
AAA stand for Works
Progress Administration,
Public Works Administration
and Agricultural Adjustment
Act. These were all the
programs set up under FDR’s
New Deal.

that all city governments had to cut their budgets. The federal
programs launched by Hoover, which were greatly expanded

by the New Deal, tried to use massive construction projects

with prevailing wages to galvanize the economy and solve the
unemployment crisis. Consequently, public agencies such

as the ERA, FERA, WPA, and PWA were created to build and
repaire the public infrastructure.24

“By 1933 every U.S. state had
ordered all remaining banks to
close at the end of the fourth wave
of banking panics.”
John Kenneth Galbraith, The
Great Crash 1929. p87.

Banks runs and political shifts
The economic downturn which followed the 1929 crisis led to

a rise in home foreclosures, totaling a record 193,800 in 1931 — a
25.
“FDIC: Historical
Timeline,” accessed December 20, 2019, https://www.
fdic.gov/about/history/timeline/1930s.html. P 31

figure that would only increase in each of the next four years.25 At the

Great Depression’s height in 1932, the average national income fell

to below 50 percent of what it was just three years prior. More than
one million homeowners faced foreclosure, as people immediately
resorted to homes made entirely out of scrapyard materials—loose
lumber, cardboard, with newspapers as blankets (figure 4).

30
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In response, President Hoover created the Federal

Home Loan Bank Act in an attempted to make home financing
more readily available by establishing a central mortgage
bank that could consistently provide mortgage funds at

low-interest rates. This idea was taken a step further by

Roosevelt’s policies and the creation of The Federal National
Mortgage Association, better known as Fannie Mae, which

26.
James R. Hagerty,
The Fateful History of Fannie
Mae:: New Deal Birth to Mortgage Crisis Fall (Charleston,
SC: The History Press, 2012).
34-59

quickly created a secondary mortgage market.26 That way, as
people spent years paying off their mortgages, lenders still
had cash freed up to issue more loans. These government

agencies allowed for 30-year loans with fixed interest rates

that could cover 80 percent of the cost of a home. As a result,
homeownership rebounded between 1940 and 1960, as its

rate climbed from 43.6 percent to 61.9 percent. Importantly,
27

those same agencies did not grant equal access to every

American citizen. The FHA denied aid to applicants who lived

in “definitely declining” neighborhoods, paving the way for

27.
Timothy Howard,
The Mortgage Wars: Inside
Fannie Mae, Big-Money
Politics, and the Collapse of
the American Dream, 1 edition (New York: McGraw-Hill
Education, 2013). 82-112

redlining, a term that refers to disproportionately refusing to

insure African-American residents. These lending practices
created during the Great Depression are directly responsible

for the divestment in inner cities, the rise of suburbia, and the
Urban Crisis of the 1970s.

“The FHA denied aid to applicants
who lived in “definitely declining”
neighborhoods, paving the way for
redlining practices”
Timothy Howard, The
Mortgage Wars. P56

31

2.2

“Urban Decline”

1970

Cities were viewed as social,
political, and fiscal out of control.
The annual rate of population
decline averaged 85,000 between
1970 and 1975.28

28.
“American
Project: The Rise and
Fall of a Modern Ghetto.”
Sudhir Alladi Venkatesh,
William Julius Wilson:
9780674008304.

32
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Following urban riots and

unrest of the late 1960s, the

1970s ushered in a disastrous
period of decline in cities

across the United States.

Figure 5.
Construction on Lower Manhattan’s
West Side, just north of the World
Trade Center, in May of 1973.
By Blanche, Wil, - in the public
domain.
33

White Flight, Urban Blight
and the Rise of Suburbia
2.3 Urban Crisis

URBAN DECAY, DEINDUSTRIALIZATION, DEPOPULATION AND ECONOMIC RESTRUCTURING.

The Original Urban Crisis in modern U.S. history was

the result of large scale socio-economic and political shifts
29.
F. John Devaney,
Current Housing Reports:
50 Years of Housing History
from the Census Bureau,
1940 to 1990. H121/94-1:
Tracking the American
Dream. (Washington, DC:
U.S. Dept. Of Commerce,
Economics and Statistics
Administration, Bureau of the
Census : For sale by the Supt.
of Doc., U.S. G.P.O, 1994). 119132

following the end of World War II. As millions of Americans

came back from the war, housing became a significant
concern. As a response, President Roosevelt created the

G.I. Bill which facilitated Veterans Administration-insured

mortgages. As a result, homeownership rebounded between
1940 and 1960, as its rate climbed from 43.6 percent to 61.9
percent.29 In many ways, this system proved to be a great

success — helping to build a home-owning middle class and
driving the post-war economic boom. However, even early on,
there were reasons for concern.

The sociologist John Dean was among the first to point

towards the problem with this new system and its harmful
30.
John Dean, Home
Ownership Is It Sound? (New
York Harper & Brothers,
1945). P 76

potential. “One day, America will no doubt look back on our

own time as an era in which society encouraged its families
to stride ahead through a field deliberately sown with booby
traps.30 ” The traps that Dean worried about — that homeowners

would enter into loans they could not possibly repay — was
set during the first crisis, and silently expanded during the
1950s and 1960s.

31.
James R. Hagerty,
The Fateful History of Fannie
Mae: New Deal Birth to Mortgage Crisis Fall (Charleston,
SC: The History Press, 2012).
34-59

During this time, the FHA established

underwriting standards for home loans, including a stricter
and more uniform set of housing-appraisal guidelines, as

well as providing mortgage insurance services. Key to those
standards was a geographically based rating system that
evaluated whether homes were worthwhile investments and
whether residents were credit-worthy.31
34
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From the beginning, the U.S. mortgage lending system

reeked of discrimination: Neighborhoods populated by well-

off white Protestants received the highest grades; those

populated by lower-income racial and ethnic minorities
received the lowest.32 The FHA was influenced by the work

of the Home Owners’ Loan Corporation (HOLC) created
by Roosevelt, which had constructed elaborate maps of

32.
“The Color of Law:
A Forgotten History of How
Our Government Segregated
America: Richard Rothstein.
67

neighborhoods throughout the country. HOLC’s plans

were divided into four categories, labeled A through D
and also color-coded, based on the residents’ perceived

creditworthiness. Neighborhoods marked “D,” and so
deemed riskiest for lending, were color-coded red; thus, the

33.

Ibid:. 71-77

FHA’s strict lending guidelines, which employed the same
maps, eventually became known as “redlining”.33

“An era in which society
encouraged its families to stride
ahead through a field deliberately
sown with booby traps.”
John Dean,
Home Ownership
Is It Sound? P27

In his acclaimed book, ‘The Origins of the Urban Crisis,’

Thomas Sugrue examined the practice of redlining in the
context of Detroit during the 1960 and 70s34. In it, he argued

that suburbanization and institutional racism played a vital

role in the city’s pervasive urban decile during the 1970s,

34.
Thomas J. Sugrue,
The Origins of the Urban
Crisis: Race and Inequality
in Postwar Detroit - Updated
Edition (Princeton University
Press, 2014).

80s and 90s. While Sugrue’s work was hyper-focused on the
case of Detroit, his precise mapping of ‘white flight’ to “the

organized politics of housing during the 1940s”35 suggests

a deep, perhaps universal, connection between class, race,

urban planning, and institutional power that is responsible for
shaping modern cities.

35

35.

Ibid:. 12.

One important precedent for a large scale politically

charged urban planning policy, which resulted in a massive

restructuring of social and physical infrastructure, is the
Haussmann plan in Paris between 1853 and 1870. David Harvey

notes in ‘The Right to the City,’ that there are a few critical
36.
“David Harvey, The
Right to the City, NLR 53,
September–October 2008,”
New Left Review.

similarities between the Haussmann plan and the creation of
the American Suburbs36. Mainly, the role of government in the

construction of new financial institutions and arrangements
to organize the credit needed to sustain massive urban

37.

Ibid:. 5-6.

transformations.37 Importantly, Harvey notes that the results of

both Haussmannization and suburbanization led to a state of

urban crisis. “If Haussmannization had a part in the dynamics
38.

Ibid:. P 8.

of the Paris Commune, the soulless qualities of suburban
living also played a critical role in the dramatic events of 1968
in the U.S.”38.

The inner-city crisis
The 1970s were turbulent times. Nixon’s controversial

monetary policy and his moratorium on all new conventional
39. Lewis, Paul (August 15,
1976). “Nixon’s Economic
Policies Return to Haunt the
G. O. P.”

public housing projects left cities in with massive swaths of
disinvested urban land.39 In an attempt to reinvigorate the

hollowed-out cites, individual states introduced a range of

urban renewal plans. Most notably, Robert Moses, New York
City Parks Commissioner, Spearheaded a series of large-

scale infrastructure projects through a system of debt-

financing that completely transformed the state of New York.
However, by the end of the 1960s, these massive state-run

urban renewal projects had become inappropriate and
unacceptable by most urbanites. One reason for this shift
40.
“Jane Jacobs’s
Theories on Urban Planning—
and Democracy in America
- The Atlantic”

in perspective was a grassroots response to large statefinanced projects, following the civil rights revolt during

the late 1960s. Personified by Jane Jacobs, this movement

countered the brutal modernism of Moses’s projects with
localized neighborhood ethos and aesthetics40. While this

movement succeeded in ending the Lower Manhattan
Expressway Project, New York had been transformed. Massive

urban renewal projects dominated the urban landscape, and
the city was heading towards an inevitable meltdown.
36
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In 1973, a new financial crisis was in full swing, following

the bursting of global property markets in 1973. This crisis
41

led to the near fiscal bankruptcy of New York City in 1975,
facilitated by a massive movement of middle-class residents

away from the decaying city and into the suburbs, draining the

41.
“Power Failure:
New York City Politics and
Policy since 1960 by Charles
Brecher, Raymond D. Horton,
Robert A. Cropf, Dean Michael Mead, 1993.

city of tax revenue. The financial crisis, high crime rates, and
damage from the 1977 blackout led to a widespread belief
that New York City was in irreversible decline and beyond
redemption. By the end of the 1970s, nearly a million people

had left New York, leaving the city in disrepair (Tabb, 1982).

One of the main reasons for this crisis was a dramatic slash
of municipal wages and benefits. Welfare payments fell by

one-third, city public universities started charging tuition,
stock taxes dropped, and real estate taxed fell to historic

levels.42 As a response, the city had to reinvent itself by

42.
“Jane Jacobs’s
Theories on Urban Planning—
and Democracy in America
- The Atlantic”

aligning with corporations and business coalitions. This new

agenda led to what author Lynne Sagalyn called “corporate
Territory”43 – a collective urban environment underpinned by

“re-commercialization rather than reindustrialization; and an
orientation towards luxury consumption” (p. 260). Cities had
made a deal with the devil and were subsequently controlled by

43.
Bernard J. Frieden
and Lynne B. Sagalyn,
Downtown, Inc: How America
Rebuilds Cities (MIT Press,
1991).

institutional and corporate actors, who promoted unbalanced
and inequitable development with impunity.

“A collective urban environment
underpinned by commercialization
and an orientation towards luxury
consumption.”
Lynne B. Sagalyn, Downtown,
Inc.: How America Rebuilds
Cities. 58
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2.3

“Subprime Crisis”

2008

The 2008 crisis ranks among the
most horrific in U.S. history. During
this time, financial markets lost
more than 30% of their value as
a result of deregulation in the
financial industry44.

44.
“The Origins of
the Financial Crisis: Lessons from the Financial
Crisis”. by Robert W. Kolb
(Hoboken, NJ, USA: John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2011).
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The 2008 financial crisis
has similarities to the

1929 stock market crash.
Both involved reckless

speculation, loose credit,

and too much debt in asset

markets, and In both cases,
the epicenter of the crisis
was the New York stock
market.

Figure 6.
“Grayscale Photo of 1-21 Wall Street
Signage Photo – Free Wall Street Image
on Unsplash,” Source: https://unsplash.
com/photos/6Y6OnwBKk-o.
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A Mortgage Crisis:
Subprime borrowers &
Credit Risk
2.4 Financial Crisis

MORTGAGE CRISIS, CREDIT RISK, BANK COLLAPSE AND GOVERNMENT BAILOUT.

What caused the 2008 financial crisis, and how did it

impact North American Cities? How is this crisis connected
to the previous two crises previously discussed, and how did

it lead to the next crisis? The answers lie in the link between
credit, housing, and the idea of homeownership.

What started the 2008 crisis was rising property values

45.
“US Economic
Crisis: Definition, History,
Warning Signs, Outlook,” accessed December 21, 2019.

and easily accessed mortgages that attracted many people
to take on home loans, forming the housing market bubble.

The first sign that the economy was in trouble was in 2006
when housing prices started to fall45. Banks had given out

property loans to people with low credit while allowing market
46.
“Financial Shock :
Mark M. Zandi : Free Download, Borrow, and Streaming :
Internet Archive”

47.
“Did Deregulation
Cause the Financial Crisis?
Examining a Common Justification for Dodd-Frank |
Mercatus Center”

speculation on derivatives backed by those questionable

mortgages. The crisis became fully apparent during 2007
when sizable losses accumulated from the bankruptcy of

over 100 mortgage lenders.46 Things escalated In March

2008, when investors sold off their shares of investment bank

Bear Stearns because it had too many of the toxic assets.

Bear approached JP Morgan Chase to bail it out, and the Fed

offered a $30 billion guarantee on the plan, but the situation
on Wall Street continued to deteriorated rapidly.47 By August

2008, financial firms around the globe had written down their

48.

Ibid:. P 72.

holdings of subprime-related securities by US$501 billion,
and about $750 billion was lost as of November 2008.48
40
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Bailout
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac either directly owed or

guaranteed nearly $5 trillion in mortgage obligations in
2008 - which amounted to a third of the entire U.S. earnings

at the time (GDP). The U.S. Congress finally authorized the
Treasury Secretary to take over Fannie and Freddie, which

cost $187 billion.49 This reaction, however, was not enough.

Securitization, or the bundling and reselling of loans, had

49.
Liz Moyer, “The
Toxic Alphabet Soup That Almost Took down Wall Street
Is Staging a Comeback,”
CNBC, September 19, 2018.

spread to more than just the housing market.

Deregulation in the financial industry was the primary

cause of the 2008 financial crash as banks proved that they

could not regulate themselves. Many blamed the Community

Reinvestment Act, which pushed banks to make investments

in subprime areas. However, it was the Commodity Futures
Act50 that was arguably the real villain. It allowed the banks

to engage in trading profitable derivatives that they then sold

to investors. These mortgage-backed securities needed

50.
Peter Marcuse and
David Madden, In Defense
of Housing: The Politics of
Crisis (Verso Books, 2016).

home loans as collateral. The process looked like a classic

pyramid scheme. First, banks were allowed to give out loans

without proper due diligence. Second, the banks sold these
mortgage-backed securities as financial products to hedge

funds, who then turn around and sold derivatives of these
products to investors. Third, investors insured themselves

with credit default swaps, available from companies like

51.
Deborah Lucas,
“Valuing the GSEs’ Government Support,” n.d., 7.

the American International Group.51 In time, owning these
products become standard for much of the financial industry,
including Bear Stearns, Citibank, and Lehman Brothers.

“The IMF estimated that financial
institutions around the globe wrote
off $1.5 trillion of their holdings of
subprime MBSs.”
“IMF Global Financial Stability
Report -- Containing Systemic
Risks and Restoring Financial
Soundness -- April 2008 .
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Commodifying Homeownership
In a 2016 book “In Defense of Housing: The Politics of

Crisis”52, David Madden and Peter Marcuse describe the effect

of commodifying the American dream of homeownership.

52.
Marc Labonte,
“Who Regulates Whom? An
Overview of the U.S. Financial
Regulatory Framework,” n.d.,
34.

They argue that this process started with the first financial

crisis when Herbert Hoover promoted housing as the key

to growing the consumer sector. Hoover’s idea was that by
stoking demand for refrigerators, vacuum cleaners, washing
machines, and other domestic appliances, the privately-

owned home became the engine, both economically and
ideologically, of a world of commodities. As Hoover wrote

back in 1929: “The present large proportion of families that

own their own homes is both the foundation of a sound
53.
Herbert Hoover,
The Memoirs of Herbert
Hoover - The Great Depression, 1929-1941 (Place of
publication not identified:
Read Books, 2011). P 195

economic and social system and a guarantee that our society
will continue to develop rationally as changing conditions
demand.”53 Madden and Marcuse remark that this logic of

commodification was central to the transformation of housing
as a lived, social space into housing as an instrument for

profitmaking. In this way, the 2008 crisis erupted as a result

of a conflict between the social and economic structures of
54.
Marc Labonte,
“Who Regulates Whom? An
Overview of the U.S. Financial
Regulatory Framework,” n.d.,
34. P 22.

homeownership. This conflict, however, is not a crisis. The

reason is that a crisis implies an abnormal and temporary
departure from a well-functioning standard.54 In contrast, a

long view of history suggests that the 2008 ‘crisis’ is, in fact,
not a temporary condition but the norm.

“Fannie Mae & Freddie Mac
accumulated nearly $5 trillion in debt
- the equivalent of a third total U.S.
GDP in 2007”.
Bloomberg,
2012-10-22
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The process of turning spaces into products has been

a critical driver in the cataclysmic event of 2008. This crisis
allowed for capital to expand by creating financial products
composed of housing debt. These products created new
markets, practices, and a specialized language. By adopting

this new framework, developers, architects, planners,

and economists have created a way of obfuscating and
dematerializing the process of development. At the same time,

finance becomes indistinguishable from homeownership by
way of mortgage-backed securities and collateralized debt
obligations55, making the development process even harder

55.
Martin N. Baily,
Robert E. Litan, and Matthew
S. Johnson, “The Origins
of the Financial Crisis,” in
Lessons from the Financial
Crisis, by Robert W. Kolb
(Hoboken, NJ, USA: John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2011),
77–85, https://doi.

to grasp.

The effect of the 2008 crisis on North American Cities

is evident in the expansion of private equity companies and

the REIT industry. Between 2004 and 2008, private equity

firms purchased 90,000 rent-stabilized apartments in New
York City, nearly 10 percent of the total number of units. At the

same time, the REIT market started to gain traction, eventually
reaching a combined valuation of $1.6 trillion.56 The combined

forces of these modern financial instruments helped create

56.
“Global Real Estate
Investment | International Investment | Nareit,” accessed
December 21, 2019, https://
www.reit.com/investing/global-real-estate-investment.

the 2008 crisis and the reality in which we live today, where

urban space is hyper commodified. As a result, cities have

transformed from places into products, with global cities
giving control over urban development to massive sovereign
pension funds looking for a safe alternative to the stock
market, carving the way to the next urban crisis.

“Finance becomes indistinguishable
from homeownership by way of
mortgage-backed securities and
collateralized debt obligations.”

“The Origins of the
Financial Crisis”
Robert W. Kolb
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2.4

“A New Urban Crisis”

2019

“Hyper-gentrification is a global pandemic,
a seemingly unstoppable virus of luxury
condos, mass evictions, the death of
local business and the rise of corporate
monoculture” 57.

57.
Jeremiah
Moss, Vanishing New
York: How a Great
City Lost Its Soul,
First Edition edition
(New York, NY: Dey
Street Books, 2017).
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The Gentrifying City is defined by Richard Florida as the re-colonization of cities by the
affluent, driven by the clustering of global companies in big cities - a process that often
induced gentrification, displacement, population disparity, and urban inequality.

Figure 7.
Source: Martin Prosperity
Institute, based on data from
the US Census. Richard
Florida, The New Urban Crisis,
Basic Books, 2017
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A New Urban Crisis:
Gentrifying Cities
2.4 A New Urban Crisis

HYPER-GENTRIFICATION, CREATIVE CLASS, ECONOMIC INEQUALITY, AND THE FUTURE OF CITIES.

According to a growing body of evidence, cities are now

experiencing a new type of Urban Crisis58. This ‘New Urban

Crisis’ is defined by the re-colonization of cities by the affluent,
58.
Richard Florida,
The New Urban Crisis: How
Our Cities Are Increasing
Inequality, Deepening Segregation, and Failing the Middle
Class-and What We Can Do
About It (Basic Books, 2017).

driven by the clustering of global companies in big cities - a
process that often causes gentrification, displacement,
population disparity, and inequality. While the Original Urban
Crisis of the 1960s and 1970s was a crisis of economic failure

and urban decline - spurred on by the movement of people,

jobs, and industry away from cities - the New Urban Crisis
is a direct result of downtown rejuvenation, a movement of
people, and jobs back to urban centers.
Genesis
Global cities in the second half of the 20th century

established organizations like the world bank, the international
monetary fund, and the world trade organization to facilitate
59.
Samuel Stein, Capital City: Urban Planners in
the Real Estate State (Verso
Books, 2019). P 21.

low-cost global production and distribution of goods with
minimal taxes and tariffs59. Advances in transportation

technology and the standardization of containerized shipping
made the exchange of goods across space a much simple

proposition. As a result, manufacturing left the city; industry

decamped from many first-world central cities in search of
lower wages in free economic zones. At the same time, capital

became both more mobile and more grounded. Corporate
60.
Michael Storper
et al., The Rise and Fall of
Urban Economies: Lessons
from San Francisco and Los
Angeles (Stanford University
Press, 2015). 65

globalization took hold while investment in land and building

filled the space left by urban industrial flight.60 As a result, real

estate went from being secondary to the primary source of

urban capital accumulation. This switch was the genesis of
gentrification in the U.S.
46
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The New Urban Crisis is a crisis of success - brought

on by the movement of affluent and educated people as

well as high paying tech jobs, back to the urban center. One
reason for this shift is the clustering of new industries in a

few coastal cities. These finance, media, and technology

companies rely on a highly-skilled workforce available in

these cities where world-class educational facilities have

been established. These labor pooling and agglomeration

effects drive corporations to invest in cities, increasing the
demand for urban life, driving up prices, and promoting

unbalanced investment in infrastructure. As a consequence,
these cities are taking an increasing share of the economic

pie while undercutting the fiscal position of everyone else.

The result of this economic segregation is a crisis that takes
place at the urban core and across the suburbs at the same
time. Global cities such as New York City, Los Angeles, and

San Francisco get more investment while other places suffer
population loss and accelerated decile.

61

As these cities

become more expensive, they are increasingly occupied by

61.
“The Cities And
Their New Elite - The New
York Times,” accessed December 22, 2019.

the elites - those with the highest levels of education, often

members of Florida’s ‘creative class’. This process displaces
local communities and forces exiting residents to live further
away from their jobs and communities. As space contracts
for the wealthy who get to live closer to their jobs, it expands

62.
“A Single Solution
for New York’s Two Biggest
Problems? - CityLab,” accessed December 22, 2019.

for the working class. While bankers walk to work, borrowers
endure super commutes.62

“The New Urban Crisis is the
result of downtown rejuvenation,
a movement of people, and jobs
back to urban centers.”

Richard Florida,
The New Urban Crisis
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63.
Richard Florida,
“America’s Worsening Geographic Inequality,” CityLab,
accessed January 11, 2020.

64.
John R. Logan
and Harvey Luskin Molotch,
Urban Fortunes: The Political
Economy of Place (University
of California Press, 1987).

Displays

of

economic

inequality

in

large

North

American cities have become increasingly pervasive63.

One interpretation of this intensifying phenomenon initially
proposed by Harvey Molotch64 in the 1980s focuses on the

role of elites and entrepreneurs in creating the growth of a

city. Molotch conclusion is that these North American city

has become a growth machine; its buildings are the cogs,
and workers are the fuel. These machines assert chronic

competition in ways that harm the vast majority of their citizens
as well as their environments. They create an ideological

65.

Ibid:. 20-44.

structure that naturalizes growth goals as a background
assumption of civic life.65

Justifying Gentrification
Many see gentrification as a neutral process, or at least a

natural consequence - the inevitable result of economic growth

and technological change66. Through this lens, gentrification
66.
“Vanishing New
York : How a Great City Lost
Its Soul (Book, 2018)

is a mild inconvenience compared to previous urban crises.

As Reihan Salam, the new president of Manhattans Institute

for Policy Research, notes: “Compared to the nightmare

that was the crack epidemic, gentrification is a champagne
problem”.67 Hyper Gentrification - however, poses a severe

67.
REIHAN SALAM A
Single Way Forward on Two
of New York’s Biggest Problems APRIL 12, 2018

68.
Samuel Stein, Capital City: Urban Planners in
the Real Estate State (Verso
Books, 2019). P 44

threat to communities who think of the city as home. When

low rent becomes high and landlord profit from the eviction
of long term tenants, displacement is inevitable. In this way,

what started as an opportunistic venture for middle-class
movers and profit-seeking landlords - a building by building
block by block phenomenon - became a way to transform
entire cities from places into products.68 As geographer

Ipsita Chatterjee notes, “gentrification represents the theft of

space from labor and its conversion into spaces of profit”69.
69.
Ipsita Chatterjee,
Spectacular Cities: Religion,
Landscape, and the Dialectics of Globalization (Oxford
University Press, 2016).

In this way, gentrification acts as a mechanism by which
capital is reinvested in urban neighborhoods, displacing
poorer residents by more affluent people and their preferred
aesthetics and amenities. Such economic inequalities in

North American cities are the result of unbalanced landuse policies driven by local politics and have dramatic
consequences.
48
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“These machines assert chronic
competition in ways that harm the
vast majority of their citizens as
well as their environments.”
Harvey Molotch

Jeremiah Moss notes in ‘Vanishing New York‘: “Hyper-

gentrification is a global pandemic, a seemingly unstoppable
virus of luxury condos, mass evictions, the death of local
business and the rise of corporate monoculture.” 70 One

reason why gentrification has become so pervasive in cities is

the lack of control public agencies have over the development

70.
“Vanishing New
York : How a Great City Lost
Its Soul (Book, 2018) P. 12

process and the conflicted agenda displayed by many city

planners. This conflict is inherent and embedded in the
planning profession. The job of city planners is to balance
private and public investments with land use policy such that

the rate of change does not result in significant, long-lasting
damage to the urban system. In practice, however, many
planners facilitate uneven development and measure their

progress against rising land values rather than public benefit,

and by doing so, effectively promote inequality.71 To bridge this
cognitive gap, planners need theories and ideologies that

let them feel altruistic while undermining the urban working
class.

49

71. Stein, Samuel. Capital
City: Urban Planners in the
Real Estate State. Verso
Books, 2019. P. 33

“Highest & Best Use”
The term “Highest and best use” allows planners, as well

as others, to accomplish bridge the gap between theory and
72.
Stephen F. Fanning, Market Analysis for
Real Estate: Concepts and
Applications in Valuation
and Highest and Best Use
(Chicago: Appraisal Institute,
2005), 382.

practice by turning land use planning into real estate appraisal.
H&BU argues that the best use for any piece of land is that

which derives the highest value at the lowest cost and allows
buildings to actualize their full potential rent72. Measuring this

value, however, is incredibly complex and many times driven
by politics rather than mathematics . Parks, for example, do

not necessarily bring in much money but result in increased

property values for the surrounding area, which in turn deliver
higher property tax revenues. Public parks are therefor not
measured by their use or the enjoyment they provide, but by
their real estate value. In this way, low-cost housing in central
73.
Vicki Been, Ingrid
Gould Ellen, and Katherine
O’Regan, “Supply Skepticism: Housing Supply and
Affordability,” Housing Policy
Debate 29, no. 1

cities would never be a ‘higher’ use then luxury apartments,
even if that is what most people in that area need73. The logic
planners use is that if they incorporates the highest-and-

best-use framework, then more money will be generated for
the city to be used for the social good. In the end, however,

real estate tax brakes such as TIFs and 421 plan in Manhattan,
74.
Samuel Stein, Capital City: Urban Planners in
the Real Estate State (Verso
Books, 2019). P 31

which ultimately rob the city of this revenue potential, create

fewer opportunities for income redistribution. As Sam Stein
notes “The ultimate result is that the crisis of gentrification

accelerates not only as a consequence of investors and
real estate developers but as a direct result of the way cities
operate and manage themselves”.74

“The crisis of gentrification accelerates
not only as a consequence of investors
and real estate developers but as a
direct result of the way cities operate
and manage themselves.”
Samuel Stein
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How have Rents Changed since 1960?
Median Rents Vs Median
Household Income, 1960-2014
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“Many renters struggle with affordability. In
Miami, Los Angeles, and Orlando, for example,
more than 55% of renters were cost-burdened
in 2014, spending more than 30% of their
income on rent.”

Adapted from: “How Have Rents Changed
Since 1960?,” Rentonomics, June 14, 2016,
https://www.apartmentlist.com/rentonomics/
rent-growth-since-1960/.
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Chapter Three - What is urban
obsolescence, and how has it
accelerated hyper-gentrification
and amplified the new Urban
Crisis?
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3

Obsolescence
Creative Destruction

Economic Obsolescence
Systemic Bias

”Cities have grown into
obsolescence as a whole, their
physical structures as well as their
legal, economic, and administrative
habits”
- Walter Gropius and Martin Wagner 1942
53

Urban Models of
Obsolescence - Building
Property Markets
3.1 Principals of obsolescence

ORIGINS OF OBSOLESCENCE; CREATIVE DESTRUCTION
AND OVERBUILDING DEVELOPMENT; NORMATIVE
ECONOMIC VALUATIONS; RISK & BIAS SYSTEMS.

This chapter covers the theory and practice of

modeling obsolescence in the context of the built
environment. The first part examines the origins
of obsolescence in Shomplere’s gale of creative

destruction75 and its evolution and demonstrations

in North American cities. Next, this chapter
75.
Joseph A. Schumpeter, Can Capitalism Survive?: Creative Destruction
and the Future of the Global
Economy (Harper Perennial
Modern Classics, 2009).

provides an analysis of

the Highest-And-Best-

Use appraisal framework and techniques, aimed

at decoding central urban economic principles for
land use valuation, including critical enhancements
provided by innovations in the financial industry

which enabled the process of computing risk in the
development process. The third and final part of
this chapter illustrates a few of the biases inherent
to these models, and points toward the intractability

of land use regulation in capitalist cultures, driven
by pseudo-scientific processes.
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What is urban obsolescence
and how has it amplified
hyper-gentrification and the
new Urban Crisis?
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Obsolescence & The Gale
of Creative Destruction
3.2 Origins of obsolescence

GENTRIFYING CITIES, ECONOMIC EXPANSION, AND RISE OF
CREATIVE DESTRUCTION AND THE LANGUAGE OF CAPITAL
MARKETS

As discussed in the previous chapters, the New Urban

Crisis is a result of economic inequality, introduced by
accelerated gentrification processes that are currently taking
place in global cities such as New York, San Fransisco, and
76.
Defined as the
“state or process of
gradually falling into
disuse, a becoming
obsolete,” 1809. The phrase
planned obsolescence was
coined 1932, revived as a
disparaging term 1950s.

Los Angeles. This chapter focuses on the economic principles

that underpin this crisis and argues that the concept of
economic obsolescence is at the heart of the crisis since it
is responsible for accelerating the production of unbalanced

urban development. This investigation begins with a short
history of the term obsolescence76 and its impact on the built

environment. The goal is to explicate this key term and clearly
outlining how it affects planning policy, design practice, and

real estate development, as well as its role in the future of
North American cities.

”Cities have grown into obsolescence
as a whole, their physical structures
as well as their legal, economic, and
administrative habits.”
Walter Gropius
and Martin Wagner
1942
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The origins of obsolescence
Joseph Schumpeter was the first to describe the modern

idea of obsolescence back in the 1940s.77 Schumpeter
eloquently captured the concept of accelerated capitalist

production with the phrase “Gale of Creative Destruction,”

which he defined as “The process of industrial mutation that

incessantly revolutionizes the economic structure from within,

77.
Joseph A.
Schumpeter, Can Capitalism
Survive?: Creative
Destruction and the Future of
the Global Economy (Harper
Perennial Modern Classics,
2009).

incessantly destroying the old one, incessantly creating a new
one.”78 In other words, obsolescence is the habit of capitalist

society to render old products obsolete and destroying them
so that new products could take their place. In Capitalism,

Socialism, and Democracy, Schumpeter developed the
concept out of a careful reading of Marx and argued that

the creative-destructive forces unleashed by capitalism
would eventually lead to its demise as a system79. Despite

Schumpeter’s original framing, the concept of obsolescence

78.

Ibid:. 31.

84.
Joseph A. Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy: Third
Edition, unknown edition
(New York: Harper Perennial
Modern Classics, 2008). P
19-33.

has gained popularity within mainstream economics as

an evolutionary process that rewards improvements and
innovations and punishes less efficient ways of organizing
resources. Nevertheless, Schumpeter’s interpretation of
the original Marxian usage of creative destruction has been
developed by David Harvey in The Limits to Capital.80

79.
David Harvey, The
Limits to Capital, Reprint
edition (London: Verso, 2018).

Overbuilding
In her book ‘Boom to Bubble: How Finance Built the

New Chicago’81, Rachel Weber equates Schumpeter’s idea of

creative destruction with the concept of overbuilding. Weber

argues that the language created around obsolescence and
creative destruction is responsible for the increasing pace

of commercial real estate development, particularly in the

80.
Rachel Weber,
From Boom to Bubble: How
Finance Built the New Chicago (University of Chicago
Press, 2015). 26

context of Chicago during the 2000s. In a 2019 interview,
Weber noted that “The problem with the neoliberal argument

is that what is built (in cities) is often very high-end housing
and that this new construction often inflates market prices.
That goes against the law of supply and demand”. 82
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81.
“When Capitalists
Build Too Much,” accessed
December 23, 2019.

Weber’s central argument is that overbuilding in big cities

like Chicago is a result of a change in preference brought on by
a particular narrative of economic obsolescence. She notes

that in the case of Chicago during the 2000s, “Developers

acted as they did not because potential occupants demanded
new buildings, but because financial markets were making
82.

Ibid:. 32.

more capital available.”83 In this way, Weber extends the

traditional idea of economic obsolescence by challenging

the notion that the life cycle of a building can be modeled in
simple economic terms of demand and supply. Furthermore,
Weber argues that the duration of a building’s life is dependent

not only on its physical functional or economic features but
mainly on the (manipulatable) preference of its inhabitants.

She argues that tenant preference is an incredibly malleable
behavioral component and is an important key to determine
a building’s life cycle. As evidence of this preference bias,

Weber points towards normative practices and language
83.
Walt Huber and
Levin Messick, Real Estate
Appraisal Principles and
Procedures (Covina, Calif.:
Educational Textbook Company, 2018).

used by commercial real estate brokers that actively promote

accelerated obsolescence. One example is the term ‘Highestand-best-Use’ and its application in Market Analysis. This

seemingly straightforward, practical term has a long and
complicated history spanning several decades and multiple

disciplines84. The rest of this chapter is devoted to tracking

the evolution of the term Highest-and-best-use (H&BU) and

asks how it was initially theorized and put into practice, while
investigating how it quantifies and extracts ‘optimal’ values.

By explicating the mechanics of H&BU, the relationships
between

hyper-obsolescence

become clear.

and

hyper-gentrification

“Overbuilding is the physical
embodiment of an accumulation
crisis in the broader economy.”
RACHEL WEBER
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Urban
Economics &
Real Estate
Finance
A product with an
artificially limited useful
life, so that it becomes
obsolete.

Urban Design &
Architecture

Buildings and cities can suddenly
lose their value and utility and so
become expendable

Urban
Planning &
Policy

Obsolescence can be
either physical, functional
or economic.
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Conventional Models of
Economic Obsolescence
3.3 Principles of urban economics

CENTRAL THEORIES IN LAND USE VALUATION; BID
REND AND TRANSPORTATION COSTS

85.
Appraisal Institute,
The Appraisal of Real Estate,
12th Edition, ed. Mary
Elizabeth Geraci, 12th edition
(Chicago, Ill: Appraisal Inst,
2001).

When a planner, appraiser, or developer applies the

Highest-and-Best-Use framework, she argues that the best
use for any piece of land is that which derives the most

significant value at the lowest cost.85 ‘Highest and Best

Use’ is therefore designed to evaluate the economic value
of a particular location, including both land and building,
by estimating its current market price and its probabilistic

alternative use. The disparity between the current rental
income of a property and the potential future income for that
86.
The concept is
named after Vilfredo Pareto
(1848–1923), Italian engineer
and economist, who used
the concept in his studies
of economic efficiency and
income distribution.

property is known as the renal gap or differential rent (Ricardo,

1891). Measuring this differential is incredibly complex and
relies on an unrealistic view of human behavior. In this way,

the first problem with the theory of H&BU is that it assumes a
complete and frictionless market driven by Pareto optimality86

- a state from which it is impossible to reallocate resources

to make an individual better off without making at least one
87.
The Impossibility of
a Paretian Liberal. Amartya
Sen Journal of Political
Economy Vol. 78, No. 1 (Jan. Feb., 1970), pp. 152-155

other individual worse off. Importantly, the idea of Pareto

optimality, which is central to modern capitalism, does
not require the equitable distribution of wealth and can
often result in increased inequality87.
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Figure 8.
In the context of the built
environment, obsolescence is
classified into three categories
- physical, functional, or
economic.

1

2

Physical obsolescence
occurs when a property
loses value due to gross
mismanagement and physical
neglect resulting in deferred
maintenance that’s usually
too costly to repair.

Functional obsolescence
occurs when a property loses
value due to its architectural
design, building style, size,
outdated amenities, local
economic conditions, and
changing technology.

3

Economic obsolescence
occurs when a property loses
value because of external
factors such as local traffic
pattern changes and utilities
such as sewer treatment plants
on adjoining property.
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The Value of Highest-and-best-Use
According to the third edition of the formative textbook

88.
David Geltner, Norman G. Miller, and Clayton,
Commercial Real Estate
Analysis and Investments.

“Commercial

Real

Estate,

analysis

and

investment”88

authored by MIT professor David Geltner — the value of

Highest-and-best-Use is derived by calculating the effect of

two factors - site productivity and transportation cost89. Again

the underlying assumption is that under long-run equilibrium,
each land site performs at its highest and best use – which

89. Ibid.: 42

is the use that can pay the highest bid rent90. Therefore, in

a well-functioning, competitive land market, this process will

tend to maximize the aggregate land value (residual value)
90. Ibid.: 45

and minimize the total transportation costs for society. The
authors of “Commercial Real Estate, analysis and investment”

explain the application of this model in the context of urban
economics - “land value is based on the residual available

after the other factors, such as labor, capital, and energy

have been paid their going market rate. This residual is
strongly influenced by transportation costs, which in turn,

are strongly influenced by location, making land value largely
91. Ibid.: 66
92. ibid.: 67

a function of location”.91 According to this idea, different

types of land use result in different productivities, each with
its particular bid-rent function that responds differently to
changes in transportation costs92. The authors then argue
that by applying these two models - site productivity and

93. Ibid.: 70

transportation cost - it is possible to reliably approximate
the mathematical outcome of any residual land value and
arrive at a particular, site-specific probability for an optimal
Highest-and-Best-Use93.

“Each land site is used for its highest
and best use – which is the use that
can pay the highest bid rent.”

Commercial Real Estate
Analysis and Investments.
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To compute the particular values of optimal Highest-

and-Best-Use for a given location, Geltner and Miller propose

an innovative implementation of Euler’s theorem. According

to this framework, each factor of production will be paid an

equilibrium price (or wage) equal to its marginal product that

is equal to the minimal value of what it contributes to the

94.
William Dunham,
Euler: The Master of Us All
(Washington, D.C.: American
Mathematical Society, 1999).

production process. This process applies to land as well as
to mobile inputs such as materials and labor. By applying

Euler’s theorem, one can extract the difference between each

Property value, Location
Value & Land value

of the use-values for that location94. The result is called the

‘Highest-and-Best Use Differential.’

Property $ Value Components

Property,
Location & Land value
EVOLUTION OF THE VALUE OF A FIXED PARCEL
U

Figure 10.
Adapted from David Geltner, Norman G. Miller,
and Clayton, Commercial Real Estate Analysis
and Investments, 3rd edition (Mason, Ohio:
Oncourse Learning, 2013).
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Real Options and
Land value
“Since the future is often uncertain, standard
DCF methods are unreliable and requires
many limiting assumptions.”
Alexander B. van Putten and
Ian MacMillan, “Making
Real Options Really Work”

The Highest-And-Best-Use valuation framework, first

introduced in the 1960s, is now a fully standardized real
estate appraisal technique and is widely used across the

development and planning disciplines. As described above,
H&BU prioritizes site productivity and transportation costs as
95. .
Cox & M.Rubinstein, “Options Markets”,
Prentice-Hall, 1985 •L.Trigeorgis, “Real Options”, MIT
Press, 1996

the primary ingredients required to calculate the feasibility of
a development project. However, this conventional process
does not account for risk - that is, the uncertainty component

embedded in the development process95. To address the

problem created omitting risk factors, the real estate industry
has adopted a popular financial tool known as Option Value
Theory (OVT), first introduced in the early 1970s.

96.
Neil A. Chriss and
Ira Kawaller, Black-Scholes
and Beyond: Option Pricing
Models, 1 edition (Chicago:
McGraw-Hill, 1996).

The impact of Option Value Theory on the real estate

industry is incredibly profound. This highly complex financial
instrument has completely transformed the way land has
been regulated and developed in the U.S. for the past

three decades96. The next part of this chapter introduces

the principles of OVT and argues that the incorporation

of this model into H&BU is directly responsible for uneven,
speculative development patterns, which in turn lead to hyper-

gentrification, overbuilding and economic obsolescence in
many cities across the U.S.
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Real Options
and Land value

, Location
alue

l Options
Land value
The “Legal/Appraisal” Definition would be based on

U

P

The application of real option theory to real
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comparable HBU site acquisition costs (market values)
observed at the times of development/redevelopment
of other similar properties. These are the times when all
three definitions of land value are the same. Comparable
properties would be at different points in their life-cycles,
hence some comparable HBU properties would be
getting developed/redeveloped somewhere almost
continuously through time, providing the source for
“land comparables” sales observations. That is to say,
appraisers typically observe land costs for acquisitions
for development projects of comparable HBU properties,
and then typically apply that cost to “assign” a share
of a comparable built property’s market value to its
“land component”. This procedure is arbitrary from the
perspective of the “Economic Definition” of land value,
where land is defined as deriving its value solely from
the development/redevelopment right it confers on its
owner. This right will generally be worth much less prior to
the time when the property is “ripe” for redevelopment.
(Options derive their entire total return (“r”) from their
growth in value (the “g” component alone), and options
200
tend to be more risky than built properties, hence require
150 hence, a high average growth rate in
a high total return,
value.)
100

estate is the call option model of land value.
In this model, land is viewed as obtaining

its value through the option it gives it owner
to develop a structure on the land. – land
development option.

Stock
Price

“The BlackScholes method
turned out to be
a way not only
Stock
REAL
OPTIONS ANDThis works as a model for land value
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Price
VALUE
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valueLAND
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2

2

100

50
Tim Harford, “One Maths

Formula and the Financial

100

Crash”

50

0

0

https://medium.com/cantors-paradise/
the-black-scholes-formula-explainedwhere:
C = Call option price
9e05b7865d8a

S = Current stock (or other underlying) price
K = Strike price
r = Risk-free interest rate
t = Time to maturity
N = A normal distribution

Option
Price

DCF, OVT and downside bias

MIT Fall 2019

Figure 11.
Graphic representation of
European call option price/
value with respect to strike
price and stock price, as
calculated using the BlackScholes equation.
29

The most commonly used model for measuring the

risk of a real estate investment is the discounted cash flow
or DCF. Traditional DCF analysis relies on the straightforward

principle that property investment is financially valid if the

net present value (NPV) of its future cash flows is positive - in

other words, if it creates more value than it costs. Discounting

future profits to present value works well if one projects
future cash flows from some historical context, and if one is
reasonably sure of future trends97. However, since the future
is often highly uncertain, the standard discounting system is

unreliable and requires many limiting assumptions. Therefore,
by applying the DCF method on its own, the odds of accurately
forecasting cash flows are pretty slim.
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97.
Will Fraser, CashFlow Appraisal for Property
Investment, 2004 edition
(Basingstoke: Palgrave,
2004).

rf C

https://mediu

the-black-sch

9e05b7865d8

Even supposing one can arrive at a reasonably accurate

base estimate for the cash flows, DCF analysis requires the
future returns to be discounted at a higher rate to reflect the
98. Real Options
Analysis Tools and Techniques for Valuing Strategic
Investments and Decisions
JOHNATHAN MUN. Page 54.

long odds of achieving the projected returns98. As a result, this

technique may capture all the risks of uncertainty, but none

of the rewards. This inherent risk bias can lead developers to
reject highly promising, if uncertain, projects. Option Value

Theory introduces the possibility to calculate the difference

between developing now versus at a particular point in the
future. In this way, estimating the project’s option value

captures the uncertainty in the development process. Adding
the DCF to the option value allows the investor and develop
to evaluate the full spectrum of potential returns and make an
informed decision accordingly.

OVT application for Real Estate
Option value theory originated with the work of two

99. Concept set by
Gilles Deleuze, the key here
is the position of remoteness
that blurs the island’s
relationship to the mainland
and creates a state of
emergence.

Nobel-Prize winning economists, Robert Merton and Myron

Scholes. In their work, Merton and Scholes define an option
as “The right without obligation to obtain something of

value upon payment or giving up something else of value”
(Burton Weisbrod, 1964). The Black–Scholes–Merton model

uses this definition of an option to propose a mathematical
framework that gives an estimate to the options price.99
The Black-Scholes formula (Image 12) revolutionized the

financial industry in the early 1980s, creating a new market
for options trading and providing mathematical legitimacy
100.
Commercial
Real Estate Analysis and
Investments 2nd Edition.
2008. Chapter 27 The Real
Options Model of Land
Value and The Real Options
Model of Land Value and
Development Project
Valuation.

to capital markets. Subsequently, commercial real estate

financing practices adopted the Black-Scholes model, with
slight changes. CRE investors transformed the base formula

into the Samuelson-McKean Model,100 which relies on the

principle of a perpetual American warrant, which introduced

an innovative application of the call option for land and land
use valuation. The Samuelson-McKean Model combines DCF

and OVT and allows development projects to be derived, just
like stock options - and by doing so, it established a strong
link between developers, bankers, and investors.
66
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From H&BU to REITs
The Highest-and-Best-Use framework provides a critical

link between real estate development and financial markets.
This link created a range of financialized real estate products,

101.
“Global Real Estate
Investment | International Investment | Nareit,” accessed
December 23, 2019.

most notably the Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT). REITs
are publicly-traded companies that manage vast amounts
of specialized real estate products, such as office buildings,

shopping malls, and residential complexes. The REIT market,

valued in 2018 at $1.6 trillion,101 is directly tied to the Highest-

and-Best-use framework, as both serve the same purpose connecting capital and land.

Figure 13.

.The “Real Estate System”
interaction of the Space Market
Asset Market & Development
Industry. Adapted from David
Geltner, Norman G. Miller, and
Clayton`

apten
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Exhibit 2 The “Real Estate System”
interaction of the Space Market Asset
Market & Development Industry.
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23

“Assessors were seeking
sophisticated means to determine
the financial worth of land and
buildings, as the vocation became
more professionalized in its
services to insurance companies,
banks, and tax authorities who
wanted to know the present
and If possible, future values for
properties.”

Daniel M. Abramson, Obsolescence:
An Architectural History, 1 edition
(Chicago ; London: University of
Chicago Press, 2016). P. 47
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Systemic Bias &
Neighborhood Change
3.3 The True Measures of Success

FALLACIES, CAUSALITY, SELECTION BIAS AND
NEIGHBORHOOD OBSOLESCENCE

Quantifying and modeling urban development is a risky

pursuit since it leads one to believe that he might be able to
not only understand but also predict the behavior of complex
102.
In Economics, this
is known as the McNamara
fallacy, named after Robert
McNamara, the US secretary
of defense during the
Vietnam war.

urban processes. This risk is particularly pronounced in the

real estate industry, in which professionals often rely on
techniques that are neither very persistent nor predictive.

In real estate, as in many other fields, that which is easy
to measure gets measured, and that which is difficult to

measure gets ignored102. When it comes to the idea of

economic obsolescence, this measurement fallacy becomes
instrumental to the way land is regulated and developed.

One example of a particularly flawed model used in first

103.
The ethnic
succession theory refers
to a process by which
one previously dominant
ethnic, racial, religious,
or socioeconomic group
abandons a residential area.

by academic and then by the development industry to explain
urban development is the Neighborhood Succession Theory.

While the scientific principles of succession theory have been
established in ecological studies, their transformation into

the social sciences and applications in urban development
are significantly less robust. The Neighborhood Succession

104.
Kent P.
Schwirian, “Models of
Neighborhood Change,”
- part two. 1983, https://
doi.org/10.1146/annurev.
so.09.080183.000503.

Theory103 (figure11), which has been used to explain urban

transformations driven by racial and class segregation
across many major U.S. cities, represents the astounding
simplicity with which economic models attempt to capture

the complexity of urban change. Even more problematically,
this model was often used as a tool for oppression104 and

concluded that the new would outperform and supersede the
old, thus making the latter expendable.
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Unsurprisingly, This theory has its roots in the post-

war years, when obsolescence was used to rationalize

105.
Daniel M.
Abramson, Obsolescence:
An Architectural History, 1
edition (Chicago ; London:
University of Chicago Press,
2016). 65

accelerated redevelopment using economic criteria. Invoking

obsolescence, in law and discourse, helped render federal
urban renewal legislation palatable to a businessman who
would otherwise be antipathetic to government social

programs.105 Obsolescence was a patriotic call for action captured in the words of George Herrold during the 1930s,

106.

“Obsolescence is a challenge – it is a test of human adequacy

Ibid.: 67

to master its environs and develop its own culture.” 106 Along

with these distorted economic models, a particular language

107.
Alison Isenberg,
Downtown America: A History
of the Place and the People
Who Made It (Chicago, Ill.:
University of Chicago Press,
2005). 62:63.

of oppression and obfuscation has been created, conveniently

adopting the term obsolescence as a vessel for exclusion

and segregation - forming a culture in which “separation
and domination are the objectives, and obsolescence is the
means.”107

“Obsolescence is a challenge –
It is a test of human adequacy to master
its environs and develop its own culture”.

Neighborhood
succession theory
George H. Herrold

THE NEIGHBORHOOD SUCCESSION MODEL

Neighborhood succession r

Figure 14. a process by which one pre
Adapted from
David ethnic, racial, rel
dominant
Geltner, Norman
G. Miller, group aban
socioeconomic
and Clayton,residential
Commercial
area. In late-nine
Real Estate Analysis and
early-twentieth-century Chicag
Investments, 3rd edition.
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Chapter conclusion
This chapter outlined the origins and applications of the

term obsolescence. It argued that obsolescence is a crucial

driver of accelerated urban development and, therefore,
directly

responsible

for

unbalanced

and

speculative

development patterns and the rise of the New Urban Crisis.108

108.
While the
connection between
obsolescence and systemic
failure of social and urban
orders have been proposed
by the likes of Marx,
Schumpeter, and Harvey,
the goal here was to decode
specific mechanism of
economic obsolescence and
identify them as drivers of
hyper-gentrification and the
New Urban Crisis.

This chapter began by establishing the connection between

obsolescence and overbuilding, and the way particular

language norms, such as Highest-and-Best-Use, have been
adopted to induce economic obsolescence. This chapter also

investigated the way urban economics and real estate finance
have developed simplified models and financial instruments

designed to justify their decision-making process for the

purpose of attracting capital. The next chapter focus on a
particular urban form in order to examine the relationship

between real estate improvement and obsolescence in the
context of North American financial districts - and the rise of
the Office Tower.

“These old cities have got to be
loosened up at their stiff old joints
and elasticized in their hardened
old arteries.”
Mabel L. Walker
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Chapter Four - Conversion
Mechanics - How do Office
buildings transform into
Residential Use?
72
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4

Repositioning
The Modern Office
Conversion Barriers

73

Strategic Office
Repositioning
4.1 Financial Districts

OFFICE BUILDINGS, TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVA-

TION, REPOSITIONING AND REGIONAL TRANSFORMATION

This chapter focuses on one particular urban typology

- the modern office building - and asks how has it come to
dominate North American financial districts, and in what

ways has this typology been impacted by accelerated
109.
The goal is to
interrogate and evaluate the
fundamental components
of the mid-20th-century
office buildings and asses
the key barriers that stand in
the way of converting these
structures into an alternative,
residential use.

economic obsolescence109. This chapter has four parts: 1)
Introduction, 2) the rise of the office building, 3) barriers to

office conversion, and 4) tracking conversion geography.

Each part has a specific objective: the first is to examine the

conditions leading to the creation of the Modern Office Tower
and investigate how it has become a dominant urban form in

North American financial districts. The second objective is to
examine what happens when these massive artifacts, and the

neighborhoods they inhabit, become obsolete, and what are

the barriers that stand in the way of converting them into an
alternative use. The third objective of this chapter is to map

the conversion trend in the context of North American Cities
and point towards particular locations from which lessons on

the process of large scale, district-wide conversions can be
learned.
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Before addressing the issue of converting existing office

buildings, one must ask - why is office conversion even

110.
Inreality,many
barriers inhibit the capacity
of converting office buildings
into alternative uses — details
on these limitations are in
part three of this chapter.

necessary? Why cant cities replace the older structures

with new, better, and more productive ones? The answer
is simple, at least on paper.110 Converting older buildings

helps cities retain their identity and diversity. By adopting
an adaptive reuse strategy, cities can protect their heritage

and cultural artifacts while also lowering the energy cost

since conversions requires fewer resources compared to the

111. Jane Jacobs, The
Death and Life of Great
American Cities, Reissue
edition (Vintage, 2016). P. 195

alternative. As Jane Jacobs noted, “Cities need a mingling of
old buildings to cultivate primary diversity mixtures, as well as

secondary diversity. In particular, they need old buildings to
incubate new primary diversity.”111

The Rise of The Modern Office Tower
This chapter outlines a portrait of the office skyscraper

within the context of contemporary North American cities,
undertaking an analysis of fundamental technological

innovations that transformed urban life. This work traces

112.
This idea Responds
to the analysis in chapter 2 of
this thesis, which follows and
demonstrates the impact of
the New Urban Crisis in the
context of North American
Cities.

the logic of financial abstraction and urbanization, as well

as it’s complex symbolic and spatial roles amid a period
characterized by an urban crisis.112 The goal is to demonstrate

how modern office building not only became an incredibly
dominant feature across many North American cities but also

examine how these artifacts transformed our culture and
impacted modern society as a whole.

“Cities need a mingling of old
buildings to cultivate primary
diversity mixtures, as well as
secondary diversity.”
Jane Jacobs
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Modern Machines
The Modern City combines all the ingredients of

113.
Adapted from
Sharon Rothbards’ ‘Ayalon
City’ blog post. Accessed
December 12, 2019, http://
readingmachine.co.il/home/
articles/article_009.

the Traditional City - the home, the office, the store, the

theater, and the street - but spread these objects across
more considerable distances, derived from the speed of
travel and the geometry of the car113. In the Traditional City,

these elements lived side by side, and at times were even
incorporated into one another. The Modern City, on the

other hand, has these elements laid out according to driving
distances - across much larger swaths of land and significantly
further apart from one other. In the modern configuration,
the home is in a sleeping suburb, the gated neighborhood

or a residential tower, the office is in the business district
114.
Paul Virilio and
Sylvère Lotringer, Pure War,
trans. Mark Polizzotti and
Brian O’Keeffe (Los Angeles,
CA: Semiotext, 2008).45

or office campus, the store, restaurant, and theater are in

the shopping mall. The street is the highway or the parking

lot. If the traditional city required a sense of orientation, the

modern city only requires access to information. In this way,
the modern city is a manifestation of Paul Virilio’s apocalyptic

vision of a “war model”114 - a place where democracy gets

replaces by ‘dromology’, where the logic of speed serves

as the foundation of technological society. This modern city
requires three devices for its successful operation - the car,
the elevator, and the air conditioner.

“The modern city is a manifestation
of a ‘war model’ - a place where
democracy gets replaces by
‘dromology,’ where the logic of
speed serves as the foundation of
technological society. “
76
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Climate Control
Air conditioning technology has completely revolutionized

our traditional understanding of inside and outside spaces.
When La-Corbusier Dreamed about his “Cities of Tomorrow”

in the 1920s, he figured that the most important benefit would

be access to clean, safe and dependable air. What he called
“exact air. “…I seek the remedy, I seek the constant; I find

the human lung. With adaptability and intelligence, let us
give the lung the constant, which is the prerequisite of

its functioning: exact air.”115 Le-Corbusier’s’ vision is now an

inescapable reality. One can spend a lifetime in a modern office

115.
Le Corbusier, The
Radiant City: Elements of a
Doctrine of Urbanism to be
Used as the Basis of Our
Magine-Age Civilization
(1933), pg. 42.

tower without once breathing unfiltered air. Air conditioning
systems are built on the idea of ‘controlled climate,’ in which

one can sit in an entirely enclosed office building lobby (or
a shopping mall) with the sense that he is ‘outside.’ Just as
importantly, sound is also controlled and filtered through the

building systems, where each space has a clear designation of
allowable noise. Even the ‘outside’ is mitigated and managed

by hidden air conditioning units, seat warmers, and radio
music playing in the background, creating almost complete

isolation from the real outside while transporting urbanites
from the home to office, the shopping mall, or the gym. Life

in a modern city is continuously monitored and controlled by
invisible technology, keeping us comfortably indoors while
the forgotten outdoors gradually erodes.

“With adaptability and intelligence,
let us give the lung the constant,
which is the prerequisite of its
functioning: exact air.”
— Le Corbusier,
The Radiant City (1933),
pg. 42.
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Without the elevator, there is no tower.
In 1853, during the first universal exhibition in New York

116.
Monica Kulling,
Going Up!: Elisha Otis’s
Trip to the Top, Reprint
edition (Toronto, Ontario ;
Plattsburgh, New York:
Tundra Books, 2014). 87Do,
que culos rent. Movente
tervivivene nons contere

City, Elisha Otis stood on a handing platform as it ascended

to the top of the crowded convention space116. When it finally

stopped, Otis accepted a large knife from his assistant, who
offers it on a red velvet pillow. Otis took the blade, and, as

the audience gasped for air, he severed the cord holding
the leveling platform. Nothing happens. The elevator stayed

fixed at its place - thanks to a concealed contraption Otis
had patented. Decades later, Rem Koolhaas would take

pleasure in rolling his eyes at this anecdote in his canonical
book “Delirious New York,” stating that - “Otis introduces
117.
Rem Koolhaas,
Delirious New York: A
Retroactive Manifesto for
Manhattan (New York: The
Monacelli Press, 1997). 37

an invention in urban theatricality: the anticlimax as a

denouement, the non-event as triumph.”117 Koolhaas’ main

argument is that each technological innovation relies on
the image of a “phantom disaster,” which is as essential to

the success of the invention as the original invention itself.
Furthermore, Koolhaas marks this as a central component

118.

Ibid:. 111.

for the future development of New York City, stating that “Otis has introduced a theme that can be a leitmotif of the

island’s future development: Manhattan is an accumulation of
possible disasters that never happen.”118

“Otis introduces an invention in
urban theatricality: the anticlimax
as denouement, the non-event as
triumph.”
Rem Koolhaas, Delirious New
York: A Retroactive Manifesto
for Manhattan . 27
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Economic Ideology
Cass Gilbert, the architect of the famous Woolworth

Building in Manhattan, defined a skyscraper as “a machine

that makes the land pay.”119 Gilbert’s distillation of the logic
behind this typology is inherently economic. In this view,

Gilbert’s rule holds almost invariably where the construction

119.
Alex Block, “A
Machine to Make the Land
Pay,” City Block (blog), April
3, 2014.

costs less than the land. Gilbert argues that a building that “

If (a tower is) properly managed, it is a success, and where it
costs more than the property, it is usually a failure.”120

Accordingly, land value is established by its location and

120.

Ibid.: 67

desirability from a renter’s standpoint; hence high rentals
make high land values and vice versa. In this way, the building

reduced to a ubiquitous machine with the simple goal of

making land pay. The more economical the building is in its
construction and operation, the more profitable the land. This

economic logic has created a new avenue for cities to expand
not only horizontally but also no vertically. Density has become

the new urban currency, and the office towers its commodity.
As Koolhaas noted in Elements of Architecture, “Manhattan is

121.
Rem Koolhaas et
al., Rem Koolhaas. Elements of Architecture (Köln:
TASCHEN, 2018). 76

the one urbanistic ideology that has fed, from its conception,

on the splendors and miseries of the metropolitan condition
- hyper-density — without once losing faith in it as the basis

for modern popular culture. Manhattan’s architecture is a
paradigm for the exploitation of congestion.”121

“When air conditioning, escalators,
and advertising appeared, shopping
expanded its scale (...) what had once
been the most surprising became the
most manipulated.”
Rem Koolhaas et al., Rem Koolhaas.
Elements of Architecture (Köln:
TASCHEN, `
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“A
skyscraper
is a machine
that makes
the land
pay”
- Cass Gilbert

Figure 16.
The iconic Flatiron Building,
New York City, shortly after its
construction in 1903.
A photochrom postcard
published by the Detroit
Photographic Company.
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Barriers to Office
Conversions
4.3 Hurdles and barriers

DEMAND, DESIGN, FLEXIBILITY, AND
REGULATION.
122.
“Outdated Offices
Being Converted Into Popular
New Residences In Surprising Cities,” VTS Blog (blog),
September 29, 2016, https://
blog.vts.com/offices-converting-to-residences/.

Although several factors have combined to make

adaptive reuse of older office buildings a highly profitable

activity, several constraints inhibit this process. In principle,
three main elements of risk which underpin the feasibility
equation: entitlement, demand, and design. Firstly, the

risk that the various government agencies with jurisdiction will

not issue the required approvals for the construction project
123.
Richard Florida,
“Millennials Really Are an
Urban Generation,” CityLab,
accessed December 26,
2019, https://www.citylab.
com/life/2018/06/millennials-are-happiest-in-cities/563999/.

to proceed.122 Second, as the real estate market is highly
cyclical, demand for new units may shift significantly over

time. Third, older office buildings are designed for single-use
and do not have an inherent capacity for change. While the

first element is the most stable - as housing products in urban
areas are in high demand,123 the other two factors present

significant challenges.

Q1) How has the office
building come to dominant
North American financial
districts, and in what ways
can it respond to challenges
of accelerated economic
obsolescence?
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From a design perspective, converting office buildings

into residential units creates a range of critical problems,
mainly code regulation, floorplan typology, and utility.
•

Code Regulation - many office buildings are
designed for a single occupancy type, making
them unsuitable for mixed-use.

124

In these cases,

converting requires a complete overhaul of the

124.
David Listokin and
David B Hattis, “Building
Codes and Housing,” n.d.,
48.

building systems to allow for different occupancy

capacity. These changed would need to be approved,
a process which often takes a long time and requires
high levels of technical knowledge.
•

Floorplate typology - Modern office buildings

in dense urban environments have incredibly
large floorplate,125 which are much larger than
a conventional residential footprints. A deep

floorplan means that light will not reach the inner

parts of the building. While this might be fine in an
office environment, the viability of these spaces as

125.
As land assembly
became a standard practice
for developers looking to
maximize air rights, the office
floor plan plate standard
increased dramatically.

domestic products is limited.
•

Utility - office buildings often operate with central
HAVC, power, and water systems. These systems

are not directly suitable for residential use that

require individual access points.126 Moreover, certain

126.
“Chapter 5:
Increasing Efficiency of
Building Systems and Technologies,” n.d., 39. 83:92

services such as trash collection and parking

need significant modifications to operate under an
alternative use.

Lastly, a critical barrier to converting office buildings into

residential units is the perceived risky nature of such projects.
Evidence for this high risk is the considerable demand to
invest from Joint Venture (JV) partners looking to take a 50-

90% stake, but only once planning permission is achieved.127

As a result, there is less competition and more attractive
returns available on the original deal.
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127.
John Endicott Birdseye Weil, “Value Creation
through Strategic Repositioning. (Thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
2018), https://dspace.mit.
edu/handle/1721.1/117302.
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Key barriers for office to
residential conversion.

“In many cities, the
underlying value as an
office is so high that there
are little savings versus
buying dirt and building new
to create residential units.
Also, the developer may
have to pay to get remaining
tenants out and may have to
pay huge costs to upgrade
the building.”
John Endicott Birdseye Weil,
“Value Creation through
Strategic Repositioning. 2018.
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Tracking the
conversion trend

4.4 CONVERSIONS IN THE U.S..

128.
“Solving Two
Problems: Converting
Unused Office Space to
Residential,” Urban Land
Magazine, July 22, 2016,
https://urbanland.uli.org/
industry-sectors/residential/
solving-two-problemsconverting-unused/.

A 2016 report by CoStar128 found that almost half the

top office central business district markets in the United
States were experiencing significant office-to-residential
conversions, with the potential to create roughly 11,500 new
residential units in those cities. Another report129 found that

185 million SqFt in these markets is obsolete and ready for
reuse, with as much as 300 million SqFt of total convertible

Where is office
conversion happening?
capacity in these markets. Among the downtowns that saw

129.
According to the
National Association of Real
Estate Managers.

the largest increases were Chicago (46 percent), Miami (28
percent), Sacramento (19 percent), and Seattle (13 percent).

Even cities that lost population in their downtown areas, such
as Baltimore and Toledo, Ohio, have seen growth in office-tohousing conversions.
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In Baltimore City 17 office conversions have

replaced 2.8 million square feet of offices with
apartments and hotels, spurred on by local and

1

of it is in the downtown area.

was vacant.

J.P. Morgan was interested in buying more than

The building boom in Seattle is occurring

a dozen buildings dating from the 1920s and

‘30s on the eastern edge of downtown Dallas.

4

support demand.

At least eight dead office towers in downtown
1101 Grand Blvd., The Chambers Building at 25

E. 12th St. and the Dierks Building at 1006 Grand

6

have been repopulated.

and lofts, including the 103-year-old Sibley
Square at Mears Park office building. The
280,000-square-foot building is being

converted into 134 loft-style apartments.

Over the past 25 years, Philadelphia has seen
some 7 million square feet (650,000 sq m) of

office space—more than 10 percent of the city’s
inventory—transformed into housing and hotels
according to JLL

St. Paul, Minnesota, is seeing a surge

of office space converted to apartments

nearly 60 percent of all deliveries will occur this
to oversupply, broad-based job growth will

spaces.

Kansas City such as the Professional Building,

mostly in and around Seattle’s urban core, where
year. Although this part of the metro is vulnerable

to convert the properties into office and retail

7

revitalize lower Manhattan through the approach
million square feet (9.3 million sq m) of space

The new owners started to work immediately

5

concerted and highly successful effort to

at a time when 25 percent of the area’s 100

federal tax credits. DC has around 14.1 million square

feet of vacant office space, and 8.2 million square feet

3

In the mid-1990s, New York City made a

8

According to the city of Los Angeles,

the ordinance has facilitated conversion of

downtown commercial space into more than

3,000 residential units. Another 7,000 are either
under construction or being considered.
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The origins of Lower Manhattans Financial District, now

known as FiDi or District 01, go back to 1624. This unique

urban enclave has since been shaped by crisis and rebirth:
the Depression, the fiscal crisis of 1975, the 9/11 attacks, the

financial meltdown of 2008, Hurricane Sandy. In the last few
decades, the district has transformed from a predominantly

commercial district with less than 12,000 residents, into a

thriving residential neighborhood with over 65,000 residents
as of 2018. This transmutation was possible due to a wave

of office-to-residential conversions, creating more than 16
million sqft of residential spaces.

Chapter Five - Manhattan’s
Financial District. How did this
neighborhood transform into a
Residential district?
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5

FIDI
Urban Form

Lower Manhattan Revitalization Plan
Outcomes
Lessons

Figure 19.
Map Of New York. NYPL Image
ID: 805894, Date Created:
1785, Date Issued: 1883,
87

Financial District
Downtown Manhattan

Lower Manhattan was a perfect avatar
for office-to-residential conversion
88
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Since 1995, 16 million square feet of office
space has changed use, creating nearly
14,000 residential units.

Figure 20.
Aerial shot of Lower
Manhattan. Source: Erik
Nuenighoff/Shutterstock
89

A short history of
Downtown Development

90
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Figure 21.
A time-line of urban
development across
Manhattan and its
Financial District
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Office Conversion in
Manhattan’s Financial
District
5.1 Introduction

NEW YORK CITY, THE ISLAND OF MANHATTAN,
AND THE HISTORY OF FIDI

This chapter investigates Manhattans Financial district

as it transformed from its historical designation as a mono-

functional business district into an up-and-coming residential
neighborhood.130 Following FiDi’s transformative process, this
chapter begins with a review of the island of Manhattan and

its unique urban qualities. Next, this chapter tracks the nexus

130.
Steve Cuozzo,
“FIDI SOARING HIGH,”
New York Post (blog), April
25, 2007, https://nypost.
com/2007/04/25/fidi-soaring-high/.

of two critical urban conditions, which enabled the office to

residential conversion process across the district. These are
FiDis existing stock of pre-war office towers, which served
as convenient conversion vessels, and the Lower Manhattan

Revitalization Plan, known as 421, which incentivized
developers to take on conversion projects. Lastly, this
chapter considers the impacts and outcomes of the district’s
transformation at the local and city level.
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THE CASE OF

FIDI

Figure 22. Island of Manhattan, NYC.
Base shapefiles: NYC OpenData: 2019
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3D CBD - New York City
Zoning Resolution
5.2 Shaping Manhattan

THE COMMISSIONERS PLAN OF 1811 AND THE
1916 ZONING RESOLUTION

The iconic urban form of Manhattan was shaped by

two human acts which gave it a distinct sense of place: the

Commissioners Plan of 1811 and the zoning resolution of 1916,
with its later revisions.131 The first imprinted Manhattan with

131.
Richard L. Schaffer,
Planning and Zoning New
York City: Yesterday, Today
and Tomorrow, ed. Todd W.
Bressi, 1 edition (New Brunswick, N.J: CUPR/Transaction,
1993).

a two-dimensional plan, a rectangular grid defined by broad
north-south avenues and multiple east-west cross streets

and by its standard units - blocks of two hundred feet by six
hundred to eight hundred feet. The second human act - zoning
- determined the city’s three-dimensional form by restricting

uses by district and, notably, by limiting the maximum mass

of a building allowed on a given site. This zoning ordinance
is responsible for shaping the city, sculpting both individual
132.
“How the 1916 Zoning Law Shaped Manhattan’s
Central Business Districts,”
accessed January 1, 2020,
https://www.skyscraper.org/
zoning/.

buildings and the skyline in three dimensions. The resulting
stepped-pyramid or “wedding cake” massing typified the
city’s high-rises from 1916 until 1961 when the zoning law

was dramatically revised. During this time, more than thirty-

five new setback buildings squeezed into the already dense
Downtown, where slender towers of sixty or more stories rose
into the sky. Soaring landmarks such as Chrysler Building, 40
Wall Street, and the Empire State, the world’s three tallest

buildings in 1931, took their shape from the 1916 zoning law.132

These buildings were all inspired by a series of drawings
titled “The Four Stages of the Maximum Mass of the Zoning

133.
Hugh Ferriss, The
Metropolis of Tomorrow,
Facsimile of a 1929 Edition
edition (Mineola, N.Y: Dover
Publications, 2005).

Envelope”133 created in 1922 by the architectural delineator

Hugh Ferriss, working in collaboration with the architect and
zoning advocate Harvey Wiley Corbett. The Ferriss drawings,
which were published in New York Times Magazine as well

as in may other publications, were hugely influential in the
creation of Manhattans’ growth during that period.
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Figure 23.
Drawings by Hugh Ferriss
illustrating the impact of the 1916
New York City Zoning Code, 1922
95

Figure 24.
View from Empire State Building,
New York City Chrysler Building.
And Queensboro Bridge, low
viewpoint.

Source: Gottscho-Schleisner Collection,
Library of Congress, Reproduction
Number: LC-DIG-ppmsca-05841
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A new Urban Vision - The
1961 Zoning Resolution
5.3 RE-shaping Manhattan

THE “1961 ZONING RESOLUTION AND THE RISE
OF THE MODERN OFFICE TOWER

By 1960, the original 1916 resolution resembled a

134.
Norman Marcus,
“New York City Zoning -1961-1991: Turning Back The
Clock -- But With An Up-ToThe-Minute Social Agenda,”
n.d., 22.

torn “patchwork,” reflecting turbulent forty-four years of
technological, social, and physical change. The out-dated
zoning framework had to be revised, and a new plan was in

order. In 1961 the Comprehensive Amendment to the New
York City Zoning Resolution was created (the “1961 Zoning

Resolution”). This Zoning Resolution incorporated new

standards, methodologies, and techniques, and emphasized
a radical vision of the future.134 This plan emerged at the height

of New York’s Urban Renewal Program, which was dedicated
to clearing “substandard and unsanitary” areas, replacing

135.
Richard L. Schaffer,
Planning and Zoning New
York City: Yesterday, Today
and Tomorrow, ed. Todd W.
Bressi, 1 edition (New Brunswick, N.J: CUPR/Transaction,
1993). p33

them with sound and healthy neighborhoods135. People

wanted a change, and extensive urban renewal projects
were in fashion. To ensure that new developments would
produce better results, the zoning resolutions incorporated

open space ratios, height factors, and parking requirements -

designed to modify the old city blocks, which were thought to
be responsible for the City’s social ills.

The new zoning controlled buildings
through FAR rather than envelope. The
result was an entirely new kind of urban
typology.
97

A new Urban Typology
In many ways, the 1961 Zoning Resolution and the

parallel billion-dollar urban renewal program shared common
assumptions and principles, with a clear preference towards

large lots and large scale development. However, while
publicly funded urban renewal projects fell out of favor within

a short time, the practice of land assembly for building private
office towers became a common practice in the following
decades.136 Importantly, the practice of land assembly

became so prevalent that it created an entirely new urban

typology we now recognize as the massive monolithic modern

office building. While distinctive ‘wedding cake’ controllers

136.
Robin Finn, “The
Great Air Race,” The New
York Times, February 22,
2013, sec. Real Estate,
https://www.nytimes.
com/2013/02/24/realestate/
the-great-race-for-manhattan-air-rights.html.

restricted towers built before the 1961 Zoning Resolution, the
new generation of towers had no such restrictions. Since the
new zoning regulations controlled hight and bulk primarily
through FAR rather than precise controls on the building
envelope, a tower could be built even in a low-FAR district is
the zoning lot were large enough.

Furthermore, the 1961 revision, which aimed to produce

more open space in residential and commercial districts,
incentivized developers to include plazas in front of their

buildings by granting an absolute increase in density. In this
way, by assembling multiple lots and taking advantage of the
‘plaza bonus’, developers could dramatically increase the

permissible coverage of towers to 40 percent and more of

the zoning lot.137 The result was a much fatter tower alternative

that produced higher, more marketable floors. This new tower
typology was very different in scale, style, and geographic

location from its pre-war counterpart. While the older

buildings are, for the most part, slim, tapered, stone
cladded, and located in the Wall Street area, the newer

towers are massive solid extrusions with reflective glass
facades, spacious plazas, and are native to Midtown.
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137.
Richard L. Schaffer,
Planning and Zoning New
York City: Yesterday, Today
and Tomorrow, ed. Todd W.
Bressi, 1 edition (New Brunswick, N.J: CUPR/Transaction,
1993). p35
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Midtown

Downtown

Most cities
have a single
economic center
or “central
business
district” but
New York City
has two.

FiDi

Figure 25.
A map of Midtown and
Downtown Manhattan
of 2018. Based on Open
Street Maps
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Land use Area:
2,655 Acres

Hell’s Kitchen
Times
Square
Madison
Square

Chelsea

Grand Central
Empire
State

Flatiron
Building

Union Square

THE AVERAGE AGE OF BUILDINGS
IN MANHATTAN IS 77 YEARS

OLD. IN MIDTOWN SOUTH THE
AVERAGE BUILDING AGE IS 97
YEARS OLD.

Figure 26.
Map of the Midtown
Manhattan in 2018. Based
on Open Street Map
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Land use Area:
1,848 Acres

Figure 27.
Map of lower Manhattan
in 2018. Based on Open
Street Maps

THE AVERAGE BUILDING SIZE IN

DOWNTOWN OF ABOUT 750,000

SQUARE FEET DWARFS THE AVERAGE

BUILDING SIZE IN MIDTOWN SOUTH OF
250,000 SQUARE FEET.

Greenwich

E Village
Tribeca
•

Trade
Center

LowerES
Wall
Street

FiDi
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Mixed Residential & Commercial
Commercial & Office Buildings

MIDTOWN

Landuse by Lot Area - Total: 115,652,477 SQF

Land use Over Lot Area
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One & Two Family Buildings

Transportation & Utility

Multi-Family Walk-Up Buildings

Public Facilities

Multi-Family Elevator Buildings

Open Spaces

Figure 28.
Map of the Midtown
Manhattan in 2018. Based
on Open Street Map

DOWNTOWN
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Landuse by Lot Area - Total: 80,499,257 SQF
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One & Two Family Buildings

Transportation & Utility

Multi-Family Walk-Up Buildings

Public Facilities

Multi-Family Elevator Buildings

Open Spaces

Mixed Residential & Commercial

Parking Facilities

Commercial & Office Buildings

Vacant Land

Battery Park

2b

Industrial & Manufacturing

Figure 29.
Map of the Midtown
Manhattan in 2018. Based
on Open Street Map
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Lower Manhattan’s
Revitalization Program
5.4 RISING DISTRICTS

HOW FIDI TRANSFORMED FROM AN OFFICE DISTRICT INTO A RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD?

New York’s Financial District has experienced an

incredible demographic transformation in the last two decades.
138.
“PlanningPopulation-Current and
Future Populations - DCP,”
accessed January 2, 2020,
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/
planning/planning-level/nycpopulation/current-futurepopulations.page.

What was once a mono-functional urban environment with
a clear divide between daytime and nighttime activity - with
only 12,000 residents in 1990 - is now an active residential

neighborhood with over 75,000 local inhabitants.138 Analyzing

data from the Census & American Community Survey (Figure
30), clearly illustrates that the most substantial population

increase in the state of New York happened between 2000139.
These numbers
include the residents of 11
new buildings constructed
in Battery Park City in the
2000s and an additional
three buildings in the 2010s.

2014 in Lower Manhattan and Battery Park City - with a rise of
+255%.139 One reason for this extensive transformation is a
unique process in which city planners and private developers

joined forces to convert 16 million sq-ft of office space into
residential units.

1995 Lower Manhattan’s Revitalization Program.

140.
“Worth the Cost?”
An examination of the
Commercial Revitalization &
Commercial Expansion Programs.” 2018 Report by the
New York City Independent
Budget Office.

In the mid-1990s, the Lower Manhattan commercial real
estate market was still reeling from the after-effects of the
city’s 1989-1993 recession, which had cost the city over

350,000 jobs.140 At the same time, technological changes had

rendered many of the area’s older office towers obsolete and

uncompetitive when competing for tenants looking for the
computer and telecommunications infrastructure to support
their operations. As a result, Lower Manhattan office vacancy
141.

Ibid.: 29

rates had grown from 11 percent in 1984 percent to almost 23
percent by 1993.141
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Figure 30.
Map of population change in
the Island of Manhattan from
2000-2019. Based on Open
Street Map and Census Data.
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“Lower Manhattan was plagued by
structural issues, including a heavy
reliance on the finance industry and an
aging building stock.”
Deputy Mayor Reiter

According to testimony by Deputy Mayor Fran Reiter on

142.
“Commercial Real
Estate; A Mayor’s Prerogative: Rethinking the City’s
Street Furniture - The New
York Times,” accessed
January 2, 2020, https://www.
nytimes.com/1998/01/28/
nyregion/commercial-real-estate-mayor-s-prerogative-rethinking-city-s-street-furniture.
html.

February 28, 1995 at an Economic Development Committee

hearing of the City Council, “The plan for the revitalization of
Lower Manhattan was designed to stem and turn around the
decline in the economy of Lower Manhattan.” 142 According

to the Deputy Mayor, while Midtown had started to slowly

recover in 1994, Lower Manhattan was plagued by structural
issues, including a heavy reliance on the finance industry

as users of office space in the area and an aging building

stock. The Mayor’s memorandum pointed out that the
slowdown resulted in sharp job losses, decreasing billable
assessed values, resulting in what the Giuliani Administration
described as a 21 percent loss in property tax revenue from

Downtown commercial properties. In response, in 1995, the

city requested the State Legislature to enact a package of
143.
Tara Swanson,
“Report Prepared by Arash
Farahani,” 2018, 68. 22

business incentive programs. One of these new programs,

the Residential Conversion Tax Exemption Program
(421G), was designed to encourage the conversion of
commercial buildings, or portions of buildings, into multiple

dwellings in the area in Manhattan, south of Murray Street,
144.
“421-g Tax Incentive – Directory of NYC Housing Programs,” accessed
January 12, 2020, https://
furmancenter.org/coredata/
directory/entry/421-g-tax-incentive-program.

City Hall, and the Brooklyn Bridge143 and transform FiDi into a

24-hour community. Benefits of the program included a 1-year

construction-period exemption, a 12-year exemption from the
increase in real estate taxes resulting from the work, and a 14-

year abatement of about 80 percent of the real estate taxes
paid on the property before conversion144.
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Figure 3-2

Downtown Target Areas

Design based on Cushman & Wakeﬁeld and policy areas

Zip Codes
Cushman &
Wakeﬁeld, 2016
Target Areas
Eligible
Since 1995
Eligible For
CRT
Reduction
Not Eligible

Figure 31.
“Worth the Cost? An examination
of the Commercial Revitalization &
Commercial Expansion Programs”
2018 Report by the New York City
Independent Budget Office.

SOURCES: IBO analysis of Maps of Cushman & Wakeﬁeld areas
(1984-2017), zip codes, and Commercial Revitalization Program Eligibility
Area
New York City Independent Budget Oﬃce

n can be observed in the administrative property107data without
to year built. In these cases, a combination of data from previous
e-apportionment (i.e. before a building was split into condo lots)
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Figure 32.
Map of land use in Manhattans
Financial District as of 2010.
Based on Open Street Map and
Census Data.
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Figure 34.
Map of residential land use in
Manhattans Financial District as
of 2017. Based on Open Street
Map and Census Data.
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Residential versus Office
Development Cycles in FiDi
Data from NYC OpenData: https://opendata.cityofnewyork.us/
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Map of Mixed use and Office
land use in Manhattans Financial
District of 2017. Based on Open
Street Map and Census Data.
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Lower Manhattan was a perfect avatar
for office-to-residential conversion,
relying on its existing stock of pre-war
office towers as convenient conversion
vessels.

Land use Area In SqFt

Total: 251,142,65 SQF

Data from NYC OpenData: https://opendata.cityofnewyork.us/
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Figure 36.
Map of residential and
commercial land use in
Manhattans Financial District as
of 2017. Based on Open Street
Map and Census Data.
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In the last 20 years, the plan spurred
a development boom in downtown
with 16 million square feet of office
space converted into nearly 14,000
residential units.

Capital Improvements Over Time
Data from NYC OpenData: https://opendata.cityofnewyork.us/
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Figure 37.
Map of redeveloped land
use in Manhattans Financial
District as of 2017. Based on
Open Street Map and Census
Data.
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Since 2008 Construction is booming in
FiDi, with 2,465 permits issued for new
building projects in 2017, up from 1,517
in 2010, rebounding from an earlier dip
during the recession.
“The Construction
Industry in New
York City”

Year Built - Office & Residential
Data from NYC OpenData: https://opendata.cityofnewyork.us/
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Figure 38
Map of lot development in
Manhattans Financial District
as of 2017. Based on Open
Street Map and Census Data.
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Outcomes & Impacts of
district conversion
5.6 The cost of converting Districts
FiDi is now a 500-year-old flood-prone financial district

that serves 75,000 residents, 300,000 workers, and 14 million
annual tourists, all packed in 289 acres.145 Naturally, such a

complex, rapidly transforming urban environment would
145.
“Financial District
Neighborhood Profile,”
accessed January 2, 2020,
https://furmancenter.org/
neighborhoods/view/financial-district.

run into problems. The last part of chapter five considers

the challenges FiDi has dealt with in the past few decades,
focusing primarily on the impact of the office-to-residential

conversion trend and the strain this transformation created on
municipal services, urban amenities, and public spaces. The

analysis considers data collected from NYC Open Databases
as well as interviews with several public officials from the

city’s planning department and the Downtown Alliance Group.
Urban Impact
FiDi’s transformation into a residential district created

a range of concerns for residents, the district, and the city.
146.
2018 report ‘Make
Way for Lower Manhattan’ by
The Financial District Neighborhood Association (FDNA)

Sidewalk congestion, vehicular mobility, garbage collection,
and pedestrian and bike safety in FiDi have all become serious

problems. Air quality is among the lowest, and noise levels are

among the highest in the city.146 Most significant is the issue
of crowding. FiDi’s sidewalks are a fraction of the width of

their uptown counterparts, making both walking and driving in
FiDi a challenge—for workers, residents, and tourists. Overall,
147.
“Financial District
Neighborhood Profile,”
accessed January 2, 2020,
https://furmancenter.org/
neighborhoods/view/financial-district.

however, the district neighborhood scores suggest that it is

performing above the city average in many aspects.147 Most

notably, access to public spaces is at 100 percent, and crime

rates and commute time to work are significantly lower than
the average for the city.
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Neighborhood Metrics
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Figure 39.
Neighborhood Score
Based on data from NYC PLUTO, Furman
Center, Statistical Atlas and Census Bureau
American Community Survey (ACS).
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“In Lower Manhattan, eight
new schools and an annex
to an existing schools have
opened since 2010.”

Public Services
The impact on access to education and health facilities

148.
According to a review of city data by the United Federation of Teachers.
Citywide, the average class
size for kindergarten through
third grade is 24.3 students
this school year, up from 20.9
students in 2007-8.

are harder to measure and require careful analysis. The influx of
families to Lower Manhattan has undoubtedly strained public

school resources. More than one-third of the elementary

schools below Houston Street were designated “overutilized”
in 2015148. Moreover, of the 1,763 public schools in the 2014-15

school year, about 43 percent were designated “overutilized”.

The city responded to this problem by increasing the amount

of space dedicated to education. In Lower Manhattan, eight
149.
Kate Taylor, “A
Manhattan District Where
School Choice Amounts to
Segregation,” The New York
Times, June 7, 2017, sec. New
York, https://www.nytimes.
com/2017/06/07/nyregion/amanhattan-district-whereschool-choice-amounts-tosegregation.html.

new schools and an annex to an existing school have opened
since 2010, adding more than 5,600 seats and helping to
support, or reduce, the average class sizes. Importantly, FiDi

is one of only three ‘choice districts’ New York in which

families can choose where their children will go to school.
In 2016, 84 percent of families in these districts got one
of their top three choices for kindergarten,149 suggesting

that their choices increased segregation and negatively
affected diversity in the city’s education system.
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Figure 40.
Map of educational facilities in
Manhattans Financial District
as of 2017. Based on Open
Street Map and Census Data.
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The politics of
District Making
5.7 urban economy and politics

TAX BRAKES, PLANNING POLICY, AFFORDABILITY,
AND MANDATORY INCLUSIONARY HOUSING

150.
“How Rudy Giuliani
Helped Landlords Get a
Tax Break With No Strings
Attached — ProPublica.”
Accessed December 21,
2019. https://www.propublica.
org/article/how-rudy-giulianihelped-landlords-get-a-taxbreak-with-no-strings-attached.

City politics were instrumental drivers in promoting

conversion projects across the district. The mayor’s office
composed the Refertilization plan such that it would benefit

real estate developers by prioritizing market-rate units over

affordable ones. The results of this decision are clearly

evident today. Three out of every four units created under
the 421 program were never rent-stabilized due to the direct
intervention of Mayor Giuliani.150 Even more egregiously,

151.
“Governor Cuomo’s
Flawed 421-a Proposal |
Community Service Society of New York.” Accessed January 13, 2020.
https://www.cssny.org/
news/entry/governor-cuomos-flawed-421-a-proposal.

the city incentivized private developers with massive tax

152.

Many criticized city officials for missing the opportunity to

Ibid.

153.
A Deal Gone Bad
for Developers Who Helped
Revitalize Lower Manhattan.
http://www.lawjournalnewsletters.com/ BY ALEXANDER
LYCOYANNIS NOVEMBER
2019

breaks that robbed the city of the revenue these new units
generated. As housing policy analyst Tom Waters pointed

out in 2016, the 421 plan has cost New York City more than
a 1.2 billion dollars a year in foregone tax revenue, while

producing $100 million a year worth of affordable housing.151
increase the supply of affordable units and redistribute some

of the wealth created by the transformation152. Most of the

blame for creating high-priced units rather than affordable
ones as the legislator initially intended has been placed on

developers, with multiple lawsuits filed against landlords in
violation of New York’s rent stabilization law153. Subsequently,

city planners changed the original real estate tax breaks. They
154.
A comprehensive
guide to NYC zoning: Past,
present and future. Sep 24,
2019. www.milrose.com

introduced the Mandatory Inclusionary Housing Policy, which

required developers to produce a mix of luxury and lowincome housing.154 The damage, however, has been done,

with virtually all of the new units in FiDi renting at market-rate
or as luxury apartments.
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Lessons from the
Goldilocks District
HISTORIC GRIDIRON, PRE-WAR BUILDING, AND

CONVENIENT CONVERSION VESSELS

The policy changes made by the city to incentivize

developers to convert buildings from office into residential
155.
Page 140 of this
thesis - analysis of figure 38.

units have resulted in the conversion of 16 million square

feet of office space and creating nearly 14,000 residential
units.155 Importantly, the Revitalization Plan and its benefits

was not the only divers of this transformation. While the plan
156.
“Worth the Cost?”
An examination of the
Commercial Revitalization
& Commercial Expansion
Programs.” 2018 Report
by the New York City
Independent Budget Office.

did provide massive financial incentives,156 there where other
factors that contributed to the trend. One of these additional

factors is the distinct typology of the buildings in FiDi. A
central argument made of this thesis is that Lower Manhattan

was a perfect avatar for office-to-residential conversion due
to its extensive reservoir of pre-war buildings. These buildings

displayed particular typological characteristic that enabled
their refashioning from office to residential use. Downtown

Manhattan, and particularly the Financial District, is built on
157.
Abramson, Daniel
M. Skyscraper Rivals: The Aig
Building and the Architecture
of Wall Street by Daniel
M. Abramson. Princeton
Architectural Press, 1676.
158.
p22.

a pre-war urban circulatory network, with small parcels, thin
towers made of steel frames, and stone cladding.157 These

older buildings were suitable conversion vessels since they

could promptly embrace conventional residential layout
patterns. These buildings intrinsically resembled residential

typologies and therefore took less time and effort to design
and construct as such. The ample supply of convertible
building avatars had a significant effect on the popularity of

the conversion trend, as developers realized that structures
with limited floor depths would be easily transformed into
dwelling units, making them optimal targets for conversion.
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Figure 42.
3D Map of Residential +
Converted buildings in
downtown Manhattan in 2018

Residential

Figure 43.
3D Map of Office
buildings in downtown
Manhattan in 2018

Office
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The next part of this chapter analyzes the particular

physical and economic characteristics of selected buildings
that have changed use from office to residential use in New

Yorks Financial district. Focusing on two of these properties
- 15 Broad Street and One Wall Street - and investigating the

process by which they where converted. The objective is to

examine how the developers constructed the repositioning
process and reconfigured the buildings such that they

159.
Can converting
underutilized office buildings
to residential space increase
urban vitality? Gensler 2016.

would be suitable for residential use and produce optimal
economic gains. In this way, this work follows the Gensler
Office Conversion framework from 2016 in which they note,

“We need to fine-tune the economics of conversion - we
should map and focus on revenue currents and scale costs
by complexity and size.”158

The two buildings selected for this investigation (15

Broad Street and One Wall Street) represent two entirely

different conversion processes, which also happened over
two different periods of time. The first - 15 Board Street -

was remodeled back in 2003 into 438 luxury apartments
in under three years and was one of the earliest projects

to take advantage of the 421-g tax program. It is one of the
most successful conversion projects in the last two decades.

Conversely, the second project - One Wall Street had - which

160.
“One Wall Street’s
Residential Conversion
and Addition Continues
in Financial District,” New
York YIMBY (blog), August
27, 2019, https://newyorkyimby.com/2019/08/
one-wall-streets-residential-conversion-and-addition-continues-in-financial-district.html.

began its transition in 2018, is having a much harder time.159

These two buildings illustrate the significance of geometric
and structural complexity in the conversion process.

What are the physical, economic,
and social consequences of
conversion an office district into a
residential neighborhood?
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15 Broad Street

20 exchange Place

438 units
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Condos
2004

1 West Street
Apt.

566 Units
2001

Rentals
2008

88 greenwich
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453 units
2009
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Conversion vessels and
residential avatars - How FiDi’s
reservoir of pre-war office building
stock enabled a massive officeto-residential transformation in
the last two decades.

1 WALL
STREET
The largest officeto-condo conversion
project in New York
City’s history - with
566 residences units.
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15 BROAD
STREET

“Downtown by
Philippe Starck”
Purchased for $100
million in 2003. By
2006 - 98% of 438
apartments sold.

Figure 44 .
Two converted buildings in
Manhattan’s Financial District 15 Broad Street and Wall Street.
Based on Google Earth Image.
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The 1st wave:
15 Broad Street
The relatively recent conversion of 15 Broad Street is

undoubtedly a massive success story. The first transformation
of the 42 story building was in 1957 when it was remodeled
as the headquarters of the Morgan Guaranty Trust Company

and connected to neighboring 23 Wall Street. In 2003 the
conjoined buildings were bought by A. I. & Boymelgreen of

Brooklyn for $100 million.160 The developers planned to convert

161.
“Project Updates:
15 Broad Street”. LowerManhattan.info. Archived from
the original on 2007-02-19.
Retrieved 2007-01-25.

162.
“Downtown by
Philippe Starck,” accessed
January 3, 2020, http://wirednewyork.com/forum/showthread.php?t=4851.
163.
According to Real
Estate Weekly - “Lower
Manhattan : 15 Broad Street,”
February 19, 2007.

the office building into the first luxury high-rise condominium
on the block, and re-branded it as “Downtown by Starck.”

Philip Starck - one of France’s best-known designers, who

declared his grand vision to “transform the epicenter of
American finance into a vertical paradise.”161 In the following
two decades, it has become clear that the investment was

extremely worthwhile. The building surpassed $210 million

in sales in the first four weeks on the market in 2004, and
by 2006 98% of apartments in the building were listed as

sold.162 Notably, the developers were among the first to take

advantage of the 421G tax abatement program, and their

successful endeavor paved the way for many other conversion
projects in the area.
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15 Broad Street - formerly
known as the Equitable Trust
Building - Was converted
from office to 428 luxury
apartments in 2005.
Located on the northeast
corner of Exchange Place.

Figure 45.
Geometric model - 15 Broad Street
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The 2nd wave:
One Wall Street
As opposed to 15 Broad Street, the conversion process

of One Wall Street has proven significantly challenging. For
one thing, One Wall Street is, in fact, two buildings: a 52-story

tower that first opened in 1931, and a 30-story tower that
debuted in 1964.163 The latter structure is more of an annex,
and its connection with the taller tower is not seamless. As a

result, the developers had to add a six-story addition to the
smaller building as part of the renovation. The main building
- an industrial, steel-framed structure - also proved to be

problematic conversion material. The original structure had
164.
New York City
Landmarks Preservation
Commission “One Wall
Street Designation Report”
(March 6, 2001)

34 separate passenger elevators that took up a tremendous

amount of space. The renovation reduced that elevator count
to 10 and moved the building’s stairwell from the interior
periphery to the center of the building. The developer also

had to ask permission from the city’s Landmarks Commission
to replace the windows in the building. In addition, thee
165.
“New York’s Largest Office-to-Condo Conversion Nearing Completion,”
CORE Real Estate (blog),
March 24, 2019

developers spent 16 months and $1 million restoring a 9,000

sqft lobby mosaic installation. Subsequently, the properties
sellout price for One Wall Street is now $1.686 billion, up from
than earlier estimate of $1.5 billion.164
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This 50-story, 1.1-million
sqft Art Deco tower in New
York’s Financial District,
which had been built in
the early 1930s for the
Irving Trust Company and
expanded in 1963, will offer
566 residences upon its
completion in 2020.

Figure 46 .
Geometric model - One Wall Street
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Finding Patterns for
Balanced Development
5.7 Next steps

ELEMENTS OF CHANGE - CONNECTING PLANNING
AND DESIGN FOR SCALABLE DEVELOPMENT

Careful consideration of FiDi’s transformation suggests

that a particular combination of elements was necessary to
166.
“Design Parameters for Urban Office-to-Residential Conversion | Gensler
Research Institute | Research
&amp; Insight,” Gensler, accessed January 3, 2020,

enable the conversion process at scale. First, city planners
recognized that the districts systematically underperformed at
its primary use as an office district and recognized its potential

as a residential neighborhood. Second, the city created a

targeted land use policy and tax structure to encourage the

private sector to take on the risk of development and convert
the older buildings. Third, developers and architects quickly

recognized the opportunity to adopt simple residential
typologies which can take advantage of smaller footprints.165

The next chapter introduces a framework by which

these elements are interrogated, modified, and possibly

improved upon. Mainly, the work proposes an added feature

to each of the considerations above: first, a mechanism to
167.
Based on: Fabio
Miranda et al., “Urban Pulse:
Capturing the Rhythm
of Cities,” IEEE Transactions on Visualization and
Computer Graphics 23, no.
1 (January 2017): 791–800,
https://doi.org/10.1109/
TVCG.2016.2598585.

ensure that public benefit takes precedence over politics
and greed. Second, a design oriented methodology aimed

at unlocking new residential typologies for modern office
buildings with large floor plans. Third, an urban simulation
system designed to measure the impact of new development

on the urban environment to track network effects and

resource distribution.166 The next part of this thesis examines

and develops these ideas, collectively addressed here as
principles for Granularity.
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THESIS STRUCTURE
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Figure 47.
Thesis framework: A multiscaled feedback loop for
responsive office district
conversion
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How can a multi-scale conversion
strategy help lower the barriers
for converting modern office
buildings?

Chapter Six - How can a multiscaled conversion strategy help
reduce the negative externalities
of current conversion models?
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6

Granularity
The Floor

Shearing Layers
Feedback
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Granular Urbanism and
the Future of Office
Conversion
6.1 Introduction to Granularity

SIX PRINCIPLES FOR BALANCED URBAN DEVELOPMENT

A

detailed

examination

of

FiDi’s

transformation

suggests that the current whole-building office-to-residential
168.
Concept set by
Kevin Lynch in ‘Good City
Form’ - the key here is the
way in which various urban
elements are mixed together.

conversion failed to create a balanced, affordable, and

inclusive development process. As the analysis in the previous

chapter suggests, the central reason for this failure is the lack
of control both planners and developers had over the process
and its impact on the urban realm. In response, this chapter

offers a new floor-by-floor “fine-grained”167 framework

for space conversion by introducing Six Principles of
Granularity: Replacement Layers, Floor-grain, Modularity,
169.
The Granular
Urbanism toolkit helps
match the availability of
convertible space in an office
building with the amount
of residential space that a
neighborhood can potentially
absorb.

Sharing Systems, Adaptive Neighborhoods, and Contextual

feedback. The final chapter of this thesis incorporates these
principles into a 3D Design and Data Toolkit (DDT) that
redefines the conversion process and offers a selective,
floor-by-floor conversion approach to balance the quantity
and mix of new residential units with the quality of urban

life.168 The sequence of this chapter follows the logic of the
170.
Stewart Brand,
How Buildings Learn: What
Happens After They’re Built,
Reprint edition (New York,
NY: Penguin Books, 1995).

six principles. It therefore starts by examining the concept of
‘Sharing Layers’ - an idea first introduced by architect Frank
Duffy and developed by Stewart Brand.169 Sharing layers, a

central idea in this work, argues that buildings are composed
of several layers of change and creates the foundation for

breaking down the traditional notion of a building as a single
intractable urban unit.
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Based on the concept of Sharing Layers, this chapter

introduces the Floor-grain principle - which follows the ‘fine-

grained urbanism’ concept described by Kevin Lynch170. This

principle examines how a new scale - that of a single floor -

171.
Kevin Lynch, Good
City Form (MIT Press, 1984).
P 265.

can be integrated into the urban system. The third principle -

Modularity171 - illustrates how the idea of the grain translates
into an architectural system and considers the attributes and
applications of a new supply chain and assembly method

aimed at creating new modular residential patterns. The
Forth principle - Sharing Systems - incorporates the

modules into an office floor plan, and considers the spatial
relationships between the different functions at the floor

172.
Concept set by
John Habraken, the key here
is that the interface between
technical systems should
allow the replacement of one
system with another performing the same function.

scale. The fifth principle - Adaptive neighborhoods -

creates the framework for integrating new development
into complex urban systems by defining the characteristics

required for the successful synthesis of new residential units
into an existing urban district. The six and last principle -

Contextual feedback - follows the work of Nivan Ferreira
and the development of computational tools for 3D based

Data-Driven Decision Making in Urban Development.172 This

principle is responsible for matching demand and supply

across scales by way of simulating neighborhood effects that
result from the integration of new development. These six

173.
Nivan Ferreira et
al., “Urbane: A 3D Framework to Support Data Driven
Decision Making in Urban
Development,” in 2015 IEEE
Conference on Visual Analytics Science and Technology
(VAST) (2015 IEEE Conference on Visual Analytics
Science and Technology
(VAST).

principles offer a strategic, multi-scaled approach aimed at

reducing grain, increasing market potential, and reinforcing

urban vitality in a new conversion process.

A key reason for conversion inefficiency
is the lack of transparency and the
inability to measure development
impact in constrained urban networks.
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As a whole, the potential for converting office buildings

174.
When a developer
buys an apartment building
and wants to convert it to
condo’s, there is significant
amount of entitlement
risk which is the risk that the
various government agencies
with jurisdiction will not issue
the required approvals for
the construction project to
proceed.

into residential use has not been realized by the market. There

are three main reasons for this gap. First, as discussed in the
case of FiDi, regulation often inhibits this type of repositioning.

Whether via explicit targets for uses, such as percentages of
office use, or implicit zoning areas. Second, the time, skill,
and capital required to convert existing structures demand

a new breed of innovative stakeholders which are in short
supply. Third, there is uncertainty forecasting demand for

the converted units upon completion. The combined risks
involved make traditional financing challenging to obtain.173
Therefore, the trend of converting office buildings remains
limited.

This work suggests that one of the most significant

challenges with converting office buildings into residential
use from an operational perspective is the property scale.

Since a building’s use is determined by city authorities at the
175.
Hilde Therese
Remøy, Out of Office: A
Study on the Cause of Office
Vacancy and Transformation
as a Means to Cope and
Prevent (IOS Press, 2010).

property level and occupancy restrictions differ substantially
between the different uses, most offices to residential
conversion transform entire buildings from one use to the
other, as an all or nothing proposition. As a result, developers
who chose to take on the risk of conversion encounter several

substantial difficulties174. Most importantly, they have a limited

supply of suitable buildings that they can choose from since
more prominent buildings require more time and capital to

transform - and therefore involve a higher risk. As a role,
176.
Oliver R. Sims,
Commercial Real Estate
Lending: Risk Mitigation and
Bank Supervision, ed. Franklin B. Fields, UK ed. Edition
(New York, NY: Nova Science
Publishers, Inc., 2013).

because of the time delay in getting a new product launched

in the market, all forms of real estate development are subject
to the risk of unknown market conditions upon completion.175

Adaptive reuse, because of its particular nature, also adds the

opportunity cost of taking an existing product off the market
to reposition and relaunch. By creating the opportunity

to convert office buildings on a per floor basis, the

risk developers accept diminishes, since the time to

market is substantially lower. However, transformation
on a per floor basis requires many critical logistical
considerations, which this chapter aims to explore.
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Hello, Floor
Converting buildings on a per floor basis requires

177.
The circulation
constraint requires
substantial adjustments to
the core of the building. One
approach to this challenge
is offered in chapter 7 of this
thesis on page 230.

careful consideration of three main challenges. First, from

a functional perspective, the building’s circulation system
must be radically modified to allow for the separation of uses.

Office workers must be restricted to particular areas in the

building as not to interfere with the private domain.176 Second,

from a logistical perspective, each floor in the buildings will
require different types of service - from garbage collection,

maintenance, heating, air conditioning, power, lighting, water,
fire protection, security, and communication systems. Third,
from an ownership perspective, selling or renting a portion of

the buildings as condos might prove particularly challenging
since it would create a complex ownership structure.
Shearing Layers
178.
Duffy’s concept
is based on the work of
ecologists (O’Neill et al.,
1985) and systems theorists
(Salthe, 1993). The idea is
that there are processes
in nature, which operate in
different timescales and as
a result there is little or no
exchange of energy/mass/
information between them.

Before addressing the more practical challenges

individually, one must first create the formal and conceptual

foundation required for the new paradigm. This work,
therefore, follows the idea of ‘shearing layers’ first introduced
by the architect Frank Duffy177 and later elaborated by Stewart

Brand in his book, How Buildings Learn: What Happens After
They’re Built. Duffy and Brand argued that buildings are only
compositions of several layers, each with their independent

longevity association, which define how they operate. As
Duffy claimed: “Our basic argument is that there isn’t any such

thing as a building. A building properly conceived is several
179.
Quoted in (Brand,
1994). P. The shearing layers
concept has been applied
to other man-made artifacts
such as software (Simmonds
et al., 2000; Papantoniou et
al., 2003) or the web (Campbell & Fast, 2006).

layers of longevity of built components.”178 In his book, Brand

differentiates between different building elements that are
hard to replace: the building site, structure, and skin on the one

hand and quickly replaceable components: services, space

planning, and furniture (Figure 44). This thesis recognizes

that the sharing layer framework is critically important for the
per floor conversion process. Separating the building into

independent components based on their longevity is a way to
distinguish and directly` act upon the more flexible elements
of the building - services, space planning, and furniture.
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Building systems &
Replacement Layers

Long term
SITE - This is the geographical setting, the urban
location, and the legally defined lot, whose boundaries and context outlasts generations of ephemeral buildings.

STRUCTURE - The foundation and load-bearing
elements are perilous and expensive to change, so
people don't. These are the buildings. Structural life
ranges from 30-300 years, but few buildings make
it past 60.

SKIN - Exterior surfaces now change every 20
years or so, to keep up with fashion or technology, or
for wholesale repair. Recent focus on energy costs
has led to re-engineered Skins that are air-tight and
better-insulated.
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“Our basic argument is that there isn’t
any such thing as a building. A building
properly conceived is several layers of
longevity of built components.”
Frank Duffy

Short term
SERVICES - These are the working guts of the building: communications writing, electrical wiring, plumbing, sprinkler systems, HVAC and moving parts like
elevators and escalators.

SPACE PLAN - The interior layout - where walls,
ceilings, floors and doors go. Turbulent commercial
space can change every three years or so; exceptionally quiet homes might wait 30 years.

STUFF - Chairs, desks, phones, pictures, kitchens
appliances, lamps; all the things that twitch around
daily to monthly. Furniture is called mobila in Italian
for good reason.

Figure 48.
Sharing Layers. Graphic adapted
from: How Buildings Learn: What
Happens After They're Built . written
by Stewart Brand and published by
Viking Press in 1994.
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Floor By Floor
Conversion
The floor is a
highly flexible
unit of space.
Operating at this
scale decreases
the functional,
operational, and
procedural barriers
for converting
office buildings into
residential use.

Figure 49.
Diagram of the a floor in an
office building. Introduction to
converting commercial space
at the intra-building scale.
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Designing Modular
Space Solutions
6.3 Principles of Granularity

COMBINING MODULARITY AND SHARED

AMENITIES TO CREATE NEW URBAN TYPOLOGIES

The benefits of modular construction in adaptive reuse

180.
Concept set by
John Habraken, the key here
is that the interface between
technical systems should
allow the replacement of one
system with another performing the same function.

development are widely known, particularly in the context

of the Open Building framework.179 More recently, Sidewalk

Labs, a subsidiary of Google, noted in their development
package for the city of Toronto that modular construction and
factory fabrication can save up to 20% on total construction

cost.180 Furthermore, the Sidewalk Lab report suggests three

added benefits to modular construction. First, safety - as
less time spent on-site reduces the risk of worker injury.

181.
“Buildings and
Housing,” Sidewalk Toronto
(blog), accessed January 5,
2020, https://www.sidewalktoronto.ca/innovations/buildings-housing/.

Second, substantial risk reduction for the developer as a
function of increased project predictability. And third, the

improved product quality of factory manufacturing versus
on-site fabrication. In the context of office conversion, a
modular approach is critical for the integration of complex

residential utility systems and reduces the opportunity cost
of remodeling time in which the space is off-line.
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Modular
Living Systems

Figure 50.
Diagram of the Residential Modular
System. A component-based approach
to residential layout design.
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MODULARITY
The principle of modularity includes three central

components that follow and simplify the Google Side Walk
184.
“Advanced Framing
Construction Guide,” n.d., 24.

framework introduced in the Toronto proposal. The first

component is Modular Fitting - flexible interior walls, doors
finishes, and other modular accessories that are reusable
and interchangeable across all types of uses. Movable walls

can be rearranged in different ways to accommodate tenant
needs.181 The second component is Utility Space. By placing

utilities in an area beneath the floor plate, the units take
advantage of the added hight office spaces typically have. In
182.
“Integration: Electrical and HVAC Systems,”
Consulting - Specifying
Engineer, July 13, 2016,
https://www.csemag.com/
articles/integration-electrical-and-hvac-systems/.

this way, the residential units create an independent space

for water, electrical lighting, ventilation fire suppression,
and heating and cooling system, among others, enabling

renovation without needing to rip out utilities and reinstall
them every time.182 The third component is the prefabricated

wet box. Each residential unit has an independent utility
system such that the bathroom sub-components arrive as

separate components that can fit into the existing structures
183.
“Laboratory
Design, Construction, and
Renovation: Participants,
Process, and Product” at
NAP.Edu, accessed January 5, 2020, https://doi.
org/10.17226/9799.

during assembly and can be quickly connected to the
building core utilities. This treatment applies to the kitchen

modules as well, which operate on a shared basis and would
be able to work independently from the building’s central
utility system.183 These three elements create an adaptable

residential model that can be reconstructed in half the

standard time. Additionally, this flexibility can accommodate
the changing needs of different residents.
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The three components of conversion
modularity: 1) Fitting
space, 2) Utility gap 3)
prefab wet box. Each
element represents a
self-supporting system
that is manufactured
off-site and assembled
to create an adaptable residential environment that can be
reconstructed as needed. This flexibility can
accommodate a mix
of living conditions and
help meet the changing needs of transient
residents.

Collective units - where
semi-public activity
such as cooking, dining
and hosting take place.

Circulatory units - produced with flexible wall
systems to increase
flexibility and efficiency.

Private units - sound
proofed, accessible
and maximized for
natural light.

Figure 51.
Diagram of Modular
Residential System. A
component-based approach
to residential layout design.
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Learning from
Coworking

The idea of collaborative environments has proven to be

essential in modern office life. As technology disrupts working

habits, new modes of working emerge, which prioritize
185.
2019 US Flexible
Workspace Report National
Colliers. https://www.colliers.
com/-/media/files/emea/
emea/18039-flexible-workspace.pdf?la=en-GB

comfort and flexibility.184 This shift required new spatial

configurations and services. In response, many co-working
companies have developed robust systems to convert the old
generation office spaces into a ‘space-as-service’ product.

These systems often utilize carefully measured sharing

ratios, which accomplish a dual agenda: providing community

effects desired by tenants and allowing increased efficiency

on a per square foot basis, which benefits flexible space
186.

Ibid.:44

providers.185 In the context of adaptive reuse residential

development, pooling resources has been gaining traction as
co-living companies start incorporating sharing ratio patterns
to attract tenants to produce more considerable economic
gains.

“The ubiquitous nature of
technology is transforming spaces
into “test beds”— experimenting on
the act of balancing organizational
desires, technological power and
human needs.”
Julie Wagner and Dan Watch
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“Converting buildings on a per floor
basis decreases both development
risk and opportunity cost since it
substantially reduces product time
to market.”

Many traditional offices
layouts separate different
tenants with partition
walls and have minimal
common spaces and
amenities.

Figure 47.

New collaborative
office models now offer
shared amenities such
as conference rooms
and common areas for
neighboring tenants.
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Figure 47.

The potential of
collaborative working
spaces is maximized
with the expansion of
the sharing ratios for
both building owners
and tenants.
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a
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Figure 52.
Collaborative Working Systems
Evolution: Amenity and Shared Space.
Adapted from “Innovation Spaces:
The New Design of Work” by Julie
Wagner and Dan Watch.
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Building Clusters
This chapter described Six Principles of Granularity - a

framework by which an office floor is extracted, reconfigured,
and transformed from its original use into a residential
187.
The objective of the
Granularity Principles presented in this thesis is to unlock the potential of existing
office spaces by converting
them into residential units.

space.186 In this way, the central focus of this framework is
the single office floor. However, converting a single floor in a

building does not maximize the full potential of the Granular
conversion framework. There are two main reasons for this.

First, from an economic perspective, it is significantly more
advantageous to convert more substantial portions of the

building from one use to another, which would increase
the overall project IRR.

Since a modern office building

is incredibly large, it would typically have more than one
188.
In the context
of this thesis, economies
of scale are the cost
advantages that a developer
obtains due to the scale of
operation across multiple
projects or investments.

under-performing floor. In other words, there is an inherent
opportunity to increase the amount of space to be converted
within a single office building. Second, since converting

an office space into residential units is a costly process

that requires substantial modifications to the building and
additional costs in maintenance and service, developers

would need to reach a level of economies of scale to help
balance the investment.187 Responding to these challenges,

the framework proposes a cluster approach that combines
multiple floors in the conversion process. The cluster is a

collection of several contiguous levels within the buildings with the exact number determined by the overall size of the

building, and as a function of its particular vacancy rate and
operational capacity.
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The Housing
Cluster

Figure 53.
The Cluster: combine multiple floors
for conversion — number of floors
in a bundle as a function of vacancy
rate in donor building.
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Figure 54.
According to a 2019
report by Colliers,
the flexible space
trend is expanding
grow up to 10% of
U.S. office inventory
to be controlled by
independent, thirdparty flexible space
providers (spanning
all operator types,
from traditional
executive office
suites to coworking to
incubators).

10%
Flexible
10%
Vacant

Granular Urbanism

Figure 55.
Granularity &
Cluster Potential:
as traditional office
space contracts, an
opportunity for a new
type of commercial
space product exists.
This model illustrates
a combination of
standard, flexible,
and converted
products in a single
building operating
at an 80% utilization
rate.

80%
Office

3 space
types

Figure 54.
This diagram
20%
represents the
Flexible
near future in which
5%
traditional office
Vacant
tenants occupy
60%
just 80% of the
Office
building while thirdparty flexible space
providers control 10%,
4 space
and an additional
products
10% is vacant. The
recent trend towards
flexibility suggests a
growing appetite for
Utilization
more diverse uses of
space within existing
buildings.

80%

50%

Utilization

Present
190

15%
Residential

Future

Adapted from “Coworking’s
Unstoppable Market
Growth,” accessed January
6, 2020, https://www.us.jll.
com/en/coworking-marketgrowth.

Adapted from “Coworking’s
Unstoppable Market
Growth,” accessed January
6, 2020, https://www.us.jll.
com/en/coworking-marketgrowth.
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Figure 55.
Granularity &
Cluster Potential:
as traditional office
space contracts, an
opportunity for a new
type of commercial
space product exists.
This model illustrates
a combination of
standard, flexible,
and converted
products in a single
building operating
at an 80% utilization
rate.

15%
Residential

Figure 55.
This diagram
illustrates how the
Granular Urbanism
framework can
enhance the
utilization capacity
of the traditional
office buildings. In
this way, a joining of
standard, flexible,
and residential space
products, all occupy
a restricted building
that is operating at
an 80% utilization
rate.

20%
Flexible
5%
Vacant
60%
Office

4 space
products

80%

Utilization

Future

Adapted from “Coworking’s
Unstoppable Market
Growth,” accessed January
6, 2020, https://www.us.jll.
com/en/coworking-marketgrowth.
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Experimenting
with Collaborative
Typologies
The Granularity framework incorporates the concept

of shared amenities developed by coworking and co-living
189.
“How Big Should
My Coworking Space Be?,”
Accessed January 6, 2020,
https://www.coworkingresources.org/blog/howbig-should-my-coworkingspace-be.

products to develop a particular configuration based on

the dimension of the oversized modern office buildings.188

In this way, the Granularity Principle responds to a critical
barrier for converting office buildings into residential use.

As discussed throughout this thesis, one of the central
limitations that inhibit conversions of office buildings on

a large scale is the enormous size of modern office floors,

which do not lend themselves to traditional residential
typologies. A fundamental constraint is the limited surface
area these buildings provide relative to their overall floor size,

which limits the amount of natural light each residential unit
190.
Philip Steadman,
Stephen Evans, and Michael
Batty, “Wall Area, Volume and
Plan Depth in the Building
Stock,” Building Research
& Information 37, no. 5–6 (November 2009): 455–67.

can access.189 In response, this work offers a floor layout that

maximizes the amount of light per unit by minimizing the size

of the private components and locating them at the perimeter

where light is available. The plan compensates for the limited

capacity of these individual modules by providing generous
shared spaces throughout the floor. These open areas serve
as common amenity spaces where residents can engage in

a range of activities. Shared spaces are differentiated into
191.
I. V. Mahlon Apgar,
“The Alternative Workplace: Changing Where
and How People Work,”
Harvard Business Review,
May 1, 1998, https://hbr.
org/1998/05/the-alternativeworkplace-changing-whereand-how-people-work.

live work and play zones, each designed to accommodate

different types of events.190 This organizational pattern directly

responds to the size barrier that limits the capacity to convert

office spaces by incorporating two principles: modular space
solutions and sharing layout configuration. By creating this
highly flexible residential typology, developers would be able
to transform office spaces on a per floor basis quickly.
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Sharing Layers:
Rethinking the Office
Floor plan
Standard Office

Office

Office

Outer layer

Private

Flexible space models that prioritize high
density and access to shared amenities
divide their layout in a layered configuration such
that the premium spaces at the perimeter which
have access to natural light are used as private
spaces or suites for small teams. At the same
time, the interior layer is programmed for either
shared amenities or as hot-desks.

Inner layer
Applying a two-layer model of private
perimeter and shared interior translates
well into residential conversion patterns for
two reasons: for two reasons: first, it prioritizes
daylight and guarantees that all individual units
have unobstructed access to it. Second, by
placing the shared facilities closer to the core,
access to building level utilities is optimized from
both circulation and cost perspectives.

Shared
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Office

Office

The modern office floor plan is often constructed
around a massive core that is controlled by the
owner of the building. Traditionally building owners
do not pay much attention to the interior of the space
and operate on a ‘core and shell’ model - leaving
the internal layout of the floor to be configured by
individual tenants and allocate a budget for ‘tenant
improvements’ for renovation the interior.

Sharing Models
Diagram

This plan builds on the opportunity for non-traditional layout configuration, which
takes advantage of the oversized office core to produce unique residential
typologies.
Figure 56.
Granular Principles 02: Floor Diagram.
Modularity + Shared Amenities.
Total floor area: 40,000 SqFt. Private
modules (SLEEP) at the perimeter.
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Community Facing
Floor Plan

Figure 57.
Granular Principles 02: Floor Plan. Total
Square foot; 40,000. This plan includes
thirty-eight independent private units,
eight kitchens, and six living areas.
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Towards A balanced
Neighborhood
The last part of this chapter investigates the relationship

between new development and the context in which it is
deployed. Based on the lessons learned in the case of FiDi,
it is essential to devise a strategy that aims to balance the

impact of new development in a highly constrained urban

environment. Without understanding how new residential
192.
The U,S. ranked
sixth in terms of spending
as percent by GDP with 21%.
(2019) “Data Lab - Spending
Country Comparison – U.S.
Treasury,” accessed January
7, 2020, https://datalab.
usaspending.gov/americas-finance-guide/spending/
country-comparison.html.

units affect urban amenities and municipal services, there is

a substantial risk of overstraining the capacity of the system
on a large scale.

While the private sector is responsible for creating new

development,191 the longevity of the residents relies heavily
on the public ream in a range of critical ways. Access to

public parks, schools, medical facilities, and other standard

residential utilities are all vital services for which the city is
responsible. When a new development is introduced to the

market, the municipality often lags in responding to the
increased demand for utilities, as building new facilities is
193.
Nivan Ferreira et
al., “Urbane: A 3D Framework
to Support Data Driven
Decision Making in Urban
Development,” in 2015
IEEE Conference on Visual
Analytics Science and
Technology (VAST).

a complex, often cumbersome process. While some areas

have an existing capacity to provide additional public services
or have a robust pipeline to construct public facilities, this is

not usually the case in the monofunctional financial district.192

The problem of diminished urban infrastructure service is

massively aggravated in the case of Financial Districts by two

factors. First, the limited supply and high cost of construction

in these areas limit the city’s ability to create new public
facilities, particularly schools and open spaces. Second,
since there is no cap limiting the number of new units in the

district over a particular period of time, a massive increase
in residents can happen over a short period, creating a

substantial strain on existing urban infrastructure. Therefore,

there is a clear need for a system aimed at balancing the
impact of new development on the urban environment.
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A 3D framework to
support data driven
decision making in urban
development
The Contextual Feedback Principle follows the work

of a research group out of the University of New York who

developed a tool aimed at providing architects, developers,
194.
“Urbane: A 3D
Framework to Support Data
Driven Decision Making in
Urban Development” P3.

and planners with a data-driven way of reading the city and
improve decision making in urban development.193 With this

tool, which they have named Urbane, users can explore the

properties of both neighborhoods and buildings to identify
sites for potential growth. Then, using the visual interface

195.
Urbane employs
a particularly relevant
implementation of
Tessellation Optimizations
[OpenGL] for view frustum
culling and tessellation
shaders.

together with the map view, they can simulate the impact of

such development194. The motivation for creating this
tool was the lack of sophisticated data tools that can

reliably measure the effect of new construction in
complex urban environments. As the researcher note,
“Typical prescriptive zoning strategies are based on a stated

goal without a paired measurable input correlating with desired
outcomes.”195 It is important to note that there are many
196.
“Urbane: A 3D
Framework to Support Data
Driven Decision Making in
Urban Development” P4.

similar urban tools under development that are attempting to

address the complexity of urban development.196 The reason

this thesis focuses on Urbane is based on its unique threedimensional capability. While tools like CityScope provide

useful instruments to asses urban change, they mainly
197.
One such tool
is CityScope - developed
at the MIT Media Lab and
dedicated to solving spatial
design and urban planning
challenges.

operate in two-dimensional space, which does not have
the precision required for intra-building analysis. Urbane

incorporated both 2D and 3D layers to measure the effects of
new development on natural light and views. The granularity
framework proposes an additional application that evaluates

particular geometric characteristics at the building level to
extrapolate individual floor configurations.
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Urbane: A 3D Framework to Support Data Driven
Decision Making in Urban Development
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Figure 58.
Nivan Ferreira et al., “Urbane: A 3D Framework to Support
Data Driven Decision Making in Urban Development,” in
2015 IEEE Conference on Visual Analytics Science and
Technology
(VAST).
provides
architects,
developers, and planners with

Figure 1: Urbane
a new, data and analysis rich way of reading the city with the goal o
improving decision making in urban development. Users can explore properties of neighborhoods and buildings using the data exploration view
to identify underdeveloped sites for potential development. Then, using the visual interface together with the map view, they can simulate th
impact of such development. For example, the views of the freedom tower (highlighted in green) from the buildings highlighted in red would b
adversely impacted (positively impacted buildings are highlighted in blue) if the new constructions (colored yellow) are built. The supplementa
video shows the different features and visualizations supported by Urbane.

A BSTRACT
Architects working with developers and city planners typically rely
on experience, precedent and data analyzed in isolation when making decisions that impact the character of a city. These decisions
are critical in enabling vibrant, sustainable environments but must
also negotiate a range of complex political and social forces. This
requires those shaping the built environment to balance maximizing the value of a new development with its impact on the character
of a neighborhood. As a result architects are focused on two issues
throughout the decision making process: a) what defines the character of a neighborhood? and b) how will a new development change
its neighborhood? In the first, character can be influenced by a
variety of factors and understanding the interplay between diverse
data sets is crucial; including safety, transportation access, school
quality and access to entertainment. In the second, the impact of a
new development is measured, for example, by how it impacts the
view from the buildings that surround it. In this paper, we work
in collaboration with architects to design Urbane, a 3-dimensional

multi-resolution framework that enables a data-driven approach fo
decision making in the design of new urban development. This i
accomplished by integrating multiple data layers and impact analy
sis techniques facilitating architects to explore and assess the effec
of these attributes on the character and value of a neighborhood
Several of these data layers, as well as impact analysis, involv
working in 3-dimensions and operating in real time. Efficient com
putation and visualization is accomplished through the use of tech
niques from computer graphics. We demonstrate the effectivenes
of Urbane through a case study of development in Manhattan de
picting how a data-driven understanding of the value and impact o
speculative buildings can benefit the design-development proces
between architects, planners and developers.

“Those shaping the built environment
are required to balance maximizing
the value of new development with
its impact on the character of a
Keywords: Urban data analysis; GIS; impact analysis; visual an
alytics; architecture; city development
neighborhood.”
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NTRODUCTION Urbane: a 3d framework

to support
datasimilar?
driven
Why do two neighborhoods
feel
Or different? Why doe
decision making in
a new building change
the
quality
of
a
neighborhood
and anothe
urban development
doesn’t? While the experience of a city is inherently subjective, th
characteristics that shape the quality of it are not. These characteris
tics can be difficult to obtain, measure or analyze by those shapin
the future of a city. Architects working with developers and cit
planners typically rely on experience, precedent and data analyze
in isolation when making decisions that impact the character of
city. These decisions, while being critical in enabling vibrant an
sustainable environments, must also negotiate a range of comple
political and social forces. This requires those shaping the buil
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Reducing Grain

The problem this application aims to solve is that

of tacking the impact of new development on urban
198.
A notable exception is the work of Paul
Waddell at the UC Berkeley
College of Environmental
Design in the development
of the UrbanSim model of
urban.

environments that occur as a result of converting office

spaces into residential use. As it stands, current geospatial
tools are not able to consider the intra-building scale, nor are

they able to efficiently map the impact of new development
on urban systems to inform resource allocation197. By tracking

and simulating how new residential units impact existing
neighborhoods, the city can accurately and promptly respond

to changes in population. Therefore, the new application
proposed in this thesis must work at two separate scales.

First, at the intra-building scale - create the ability to explore
199.
This thesis limits
the scope of analysis on the
impact of five particular criteria of urban performance,
which can be compared to
similar or proximate districts.

particular spatial characteristics within a building, and second,
at the urban level, create a system that evaluates the impact
of new residential units created through the conversion on the

urban realm198. In this way, the application responds to both

the supply and demand side of the development process

- helping developers evaluate the feasibility of converting
existing buildings on the one hand and assisting planners

in assessing the impact of the development on the existing
neighborhood.

Building

Block

NBHD
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The floor represents a new frontier for
urban development. By liberating individual
stories from their immediate context and
compiling them into a new product type, a
massive reservoir of residential space can
be unlocked.

The building, or property, is the most
convenient scale currently available for
development due to existing land use
regulation and entitlement structures.
However, office buildings have an inherent
capacity for flexible use.

The block is an intermediate, community
scale since no single stakeholder controls it.
As in the case of 463 West Street, the block
allows for a mix of affordable artist housing,
the complex contains a theatre, an art gallery,
and a synagogue.

The district is the primary scale of operation
for prescribed municipal plans. Community
boards often advise on land use and zoning,
participate in the city budget process, and
address service delivery at the scale of the
district.
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Building
Feedback
Loops
6.8 Closing the loop

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND INTEGRATION.

Building on the ideas provided by the Urbane platform,

this work developed a twofold system approach: first, a
geometry-based analysis of building stock within a constrained

metropolitan area aimed at extrapolating internal layout
conditions and configurations199. Second, an algorithmic

mechanism that tracks the impact of new development on
200.
The optimal way
to calculate internal building
layout is to use satellite data
during the time of construction, which can give a close
approximation of the core to
floor ratios.

prescriptive urban amenities and services in a given area,

such as access to open space and sharing ratios at the urban
scale. The two systems are subsequently connected, such

that the second is constrained by first. In other words, the first
system generates a prioritized catalog of available spaces,
while the second system evaluates the aggregated impact of

new units on the urban system. This process is achieved by
developing a 3D extrapolation procedure, plugging the results
back into the urban analysis engine, calibrating it to evaluate

particular urban sharing ratios, and packaging the results via
the visual interface provided by the Urbane simulator.
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Chapter Seven - Practice and Planning.
How can the principles of Granular
Urbanism be tested in a particular
context?
164
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7

A ToolKit
Midtown Manhattan
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Into The Grain: The Case
of Midtown Manhattan
7.0 Design Across Scales

URBAN GRANULARITY TOOLKIT: TESTING A

CONSTRAINED SYSTEM APPLICATION

The last chapter of this thesis responds directly to the

research question200 by implementing the dual-purpose

process described in the previous section. In particular, this
201.
The central
question of this thesis is:
what is the future of aging
office buildings in North
American financial districts?

application builds on the computation framework of Urbane
to explore the potential of Midtown Manhattan. The reason

for choosing Midtown for this experiment is two-fold: first,
Midtown is the world’s largest financial district, with over 240
million square of office space, making it particularly relevant

to the original research question. Second, given that the case
study of this work focused on Manhattans Downtown Financial
districts, there is a distinct potential for transferable lessons.

The goal of this experiment is to evaluate the two

systems201 individually and sequentially in a three-phase
202.
System one
refers to the intra-building
scale and the process of
geometric cataloging and
evaluation. System two
satisfies the urban scale
and includes simulation of
neighborhood impact.

process: first, run the building level extrapolation engine,

which extracts the geometric characteristics of individual

floors in each office building in the system and catalog the
results. Second, run the intra-building modifier designed

to reconfigure the core of the building for the conversion
process and create the residential cluster. Third, run a fivestep urban analysis simulator to consider the impact of the
newly converted space on the neighborhood. In this way,
the Granular Urbanism toolkit helps match the availability of

convertible areas that are currently locked in mono-functional
office buildings with the amount of residential space that a
neighborhood can potentially absorb.
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Granular Urbanism

Floor
Figure 61.
Diagram of
an extended
framework: a
multi-scaled
approach aimed
at reducing
grain, increasing
market potential,
and reinforcing
urban vitality in a
new conversion
process.

Building
Block
NBHD
207
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This tool helps city planners, urban
designers, and developers identify
spaces for conversion and match
demand and supply across scales.

Midt
168
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Applying the granular urbanism
framework in Midtown can be
used to unlock the massive
housing reservoir of untapped
residential units in these
buildings.

town
Manhattan

Figure 62.
Adapted from thesis defense
presentation: demo of the
Design & Data toolkit
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Midtown is
home to some of
the most notable
public spaces in
the nation

Figure 63.
Map of Midtown Manhattan with
four urban nodes - Rockefeller
Center, Time Square, Bryant park
Grand Central Station.
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This is one of the most
vibrant, dense and
expansive financial
districts in the world.

171

Midtown Manhattan
is the largest central
business district in
the world.
202

203.
According to
the US Census Bureau,
New York’s CBD has a
permanent population
of approximately 1.6
million people in 2018
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Figure 64.
Map of Midtown Manhattan with
buildings layer as of December
2019. Source: author.
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The majority of
New York City’s
skyscrapers,
including its
tallest hotels and
apartment towers,
are in Midtown.
Many are too
expensive to tear
down and rebuild.
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PHASE 1: GEOMETRIC CATALOGING

Midtown is has
more than 240
million sqft of
office space,
With an average
vacancies of
9.6% in 2019.

Figure 65.
Map of Midtown Manhattan with
OFFICE buildings layer (as of
December 2019) . Source: author.
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There is
approximately 20
million Sq-ft of
underutilized office
space in this area,
which, at an average
800 Sq-ft per unit,
is equal to 25,000
residential units. To
begin the granular
conversion process,
each office building
must be analyzed per
is distinct geometric
characteristics.

Average
Rate

9.8%
Vacancy

175

The toolkit
targets office
buildings that
have 20+ floors
& catalogs
their geometric
features.
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Figure 66.
Phase One: Target office
buildings that have more
than 20a floors

Granular Urbanism

Using a 3D model of
Midtown, the toolkit
runs a series of 5
horizontal sections,
targeting office
buildings that have
more than 20 floors,
records the building
geometry at each
vertical position, and
assigns the result to
the buildings’ original
ID for inspection.

177

Two simple
indicators
for financial
performance of
a building are
the age of the
building and the
size of its floor
plan.
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Each office floor in the system is independently evaluated
and cataloged according to TWO descriptive variables.

SPATIAL GEOMETRIC

INTERPOLATION SYSTEM
The optimal way to measure
internal building layouts is satellite
data taken during the time of
construction, which can give a
close approximation of the core
configuration. This example,
however, uses simple heuristics
instead that extrapolate a range
of standard dimensions as a
function of the geometry of the
floor to estimate the size of the
core.

Figure 67.
Phase One: Target office
buildings that have more
than 20 floors
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FLOOR SIZE

Once every building is cataloged, the particular
characteristics of each property can be evaluated
comparatively at the intra-building scale.

Limit the
results to
include only
relatively
older
buildings
that have
particularly
large floor
plates
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CARTESIAN VS
EUCLIDEAN SYSTEMS
Cataloging building layouts
according to their capacity
to accommodate residential
use depends on a wide array
of variables. To simplify the
process and allow for a fast
visual analysis, the system
rearranges the geometries by
ID into a Cartesian framework
in which two variables can be
considered relatively.

YEAR BUILT
Figure 68.
Phase One: Target office
buildings that have more
than 20a floors
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1166 Avenue of
the Americas:
600 feet
office building
designed in 1974
with 1.7 million
square feet of
class A office
space.

Figure 69.
Diagram of extrapolated office
floor plan - 1166 Avenue of the
Americas. Source: author.
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At least 10
percent of the
building is under
preforming and
can be converted
into residential
units on a per
floor basis.

Figure 70.
Diagram of extrapolated
building - 1166 Avenue of the
Americas. Source: author.
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PHASE 2: FLOOR ANALYSIS

Adapting office spaces into
residential use requires a
five step process:

Figure 71.
Diagram of extrapolated office
floor plan - 1166 Avenue of the
Americas. Source: author.
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1

Adding independent power and
HVAC systems to the modified
core.

Figure 72.
Diagram of building core with
extrapolated power and HVAC
systems. Source: author.
185

2

Add tandem vertical circulation
system: double-deck elevator
system.

Figure 73.
Diagram of building core
with extrapolated circulation
system. Source: Author.
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3

Add utility network for increased
water supply: tanks, pumps and
monitoring systems.

Figure 74.
Diagram of building core
upgrade with extrapolated water
supply systems. Source: Author.
187

4

Plug in residential components
and connect to the modified core

Figure 75.
Diagram of building floor
with systems combined.
Source: Author.
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Phase one complete. This cluster
of four floors now has 200
functional residential units.

Figure 76.
Diagram of the reconfigured
residential building cluster.
Source: Author.
189

Four floors create a cluster with a
total of 160K of RSF* - 10% of the
entire building.
RSF = rentable square feet

A Office

B Residential

A Office

Figure 77 Diagram of the reconfigured
residential building. Adapted

from thesis defense on December
13, 2019
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How do these new units impact the
district? Which local amenities would
be most affected by these new units?

The new
residential
spaces within
the converted
cluster impact
not only the way
the building
works but
also the urban
system which
surrounds it and therefore
requires an
examination of
the impact on
the public realm
at the district
scale.

A

A

A

A

B

B

A

A

Figure 78 - Modified MixedUse building. Adapted from
thesis defense on December
13, 2019
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PHASE 3: URBAN ANALYSIS

A Scenario-based
system for evaluating
FIVE development
considerations Vacancy, Open Space,
Transportation, H&BU
and Ownership.

Figure 79.
Map of Midtown Manhattan
with donor buildings layer .
Source: author.
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There are ~200
million sqft of space
in this system. A 10
percent vacancy rate
yields 20 million sq
ft of underutilized
office space in the
system, which, at an
average of 40,000
sqft per floor, adds
up to 600 floors
- and translates
into 23,000 new
residential units.

193

1

Estimate
the
amount
of locked
space
in each
targeted
office
building.
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Figure 80.
System diagram. A modular
approach to converting modern
office buildings into residential units.
Source: author. Adapted from thesis
defense on December 13, 2019

Granular Urbanism

The first step in the
analysis estimates
the aggregate
amount of available
space in the area.
In this iteration, the
algorithm works on
a fast and frugal tree
model (FFTrees) that
assigns a vacancy
variable based on the
difference between
year constructed and
renovated.

Available
Space

267K
SqFt

195

2

Proximity to public
amenities - Open
Spaces and Parks.
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Figure 81.
System diagram. A modular
approach to converting modern
office buildings into residential units.
Source: author. Adapted from thesis
defense on December 13, 2019

Granular Urbanism

The second step is
an assessment of
open space - that
is, the change in
the total number of
residents divided by
the amount of land
use designated as
open space. The
optimized threshold
is calibrated
proportionally
to similar size
residential districts.

SqFt
SqFt
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3

Access & public
Transportation.
Train

Noise

Crime

Parking

Bus

Walking

In 2016 the busiest subway station,
not surprisingly, was Times Square
(N/Q/R/W/S/1/2/3/7/ 42 St A/C/E)
with 64,531,511 annual riders
passing through.
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Figure 82.
System diagram. A modular approach
to converting modern office buildings
into residential units. Source: author.
Adapted from thesis defense on
December 13, 2019
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The third step acts
as a combined
transit score. While
financial districts
rely on robust
transportation
networks that
support higher
densities, both
parking spaces
and pedestrian
congestion limit the
aggregate capacity
for residential
integration.

TRANSPORTATION

With 750,000 visitors every
day, Grand Central Terminal
is one of the most-visited
destinations in New York
City, second only to Times
Square.
199

4

Floor by floor H&BU
calculation and
conversion cost across clusters and
donor buildings.

200

Figure 83.
System diagram. A modular
approach to converting modern
office buildings into residential units.
Source: author. Adapted from thesis
defense on December 13, 2019
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The fourth step
accounts for
feasibility via
a particular
implementation of
a highest-and-best
use calculation. The
variable is a function
of the difference in
rents for the three
different potential
product types standard office,
flexible space, and
residential - on a per
sqft basis.

201

5

Create a mix of ownership
structures such that the
management is centralized,
while equity is split between
residents, building owners,
and the city.

202

Figure 84.
System diagram. A modular
approach to converting modern
office buildings into residential units.
Source: author. Adapted from thesis
defense on December 13, 2019
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The fifth step in the
simulation accounts
for ownership.
Each building has a
different ownership
structure, which
requires detailed
analysis. In this
iteration, a simple
dummy variable is
assigned to indicate
if the building is part
of a REIT or not.

203

This system can be
scaled up across
cities and the
country - unlocking
a massive reservoir
of intractable
residential supply.
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At the end of this
five-step process,
the impact of the
new inventory of
convertible office
space (identified
is phase one) is
measured and
benchmarked against
the current contextual
capacity of the district
to withstand the
increase in residents.

Figure 85.
System diagram. A modular
approach to converting modern
office buildings into residential units.
Source: author. Adapted from thesis
defense on December 13, 2019
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Figure 86.
City Scale System. A modular
approach to converting modern
office buildings into residential units.
Adapted from thesis defense on
December 13, 2019
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GRANULAR
URBANISM
The Granular
Urbanism Toolkit
helps match
the availability
of convertible
space in an
office building
with the number
of residential
units that a
neighborhood
can effectively
absorb.
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Scaled effectively, this method can revolutionize the way North American
Financial Districts are developed and the way cities evolve.

Figure 87.
` National Impact - Granular Urbanism
Toolkit: Scale & Potential. Source:
Author. Adapted from thesis defense
on December 13, 2019
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Conclusions
This study analyzes the impact of accelerated urban

development on North American Financial Districts and
investigated current adaptive reuse strategies203 aimed

at transforming older office buildings into residential use.
As a result of this research, three main findings emerged.

First, current` conversion procedures are restricted to the
204.
Kendall, Dr
Stephen. “An Open Building Strategy for Converting
Obsolete Office Buildings to
Residential Uses,” n.d., 12.

property scale and therefore require the whole buildings to

repositioned from office to residential use. Second, most

modern office buildings are unsuited for residential use
because of their massive floor plate size, which limits their

capacity to integrate standard residential typologies. Third,

the impact of introducing large amounts of residential units
into constrained urban environments includes a high risk
of congestion, exclusionary regulation, and gentrification.

These risks amount to a significant negative impact on

municipal services and the wellbeing of existing and future
communities.

Process
This work considered central three questions related

to the drivers, outcomes, and barriers for office repositing in

North American Financial Districts. First, What are the catalysts
205.
Swanson, Tara.
“Report Prepared by Arash
Farahani,” 2018, 68.

of office-to-residential conversion projects in North American

Cities, and how did these manifest in Manhattans Financial

District?204 Second, What were the physical, economic,

and social consequences of the conversion process, and

third, what are the impacts of newly converted spaces on
the public realm?. The goal was to distill the most critical
obstacles for achieving scalable strategic office-conversions
and propose alternative strategies for addressing these

challenges. The work began with an analytical investigation of
the historic conditions responsible for increasing economic

obsolescence, and the need for more conversion projects in
North American Financial Districts.
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Next, the work focused on three risk elements that

underpin the feasibility equation of adaptive reuse projects:
206.
“PlanningPopulation-Current and
Future Populations - DCP,”
accessed January 2, 2020,
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/
planning/planning-level/nycpopulation/current-futurepopulations.page.

entitlement, demand, and design - and provided an analysis
of each component. As a case study, the work interrogated
the recent transformation of Manhattan’s Financial District

through an investigation of demographic patterns,205 planning
policies, and property performance. The conclusion was that
a fundamental lack of transparency and accountability at the
public and private levels produced unbalanced development

patterns, which limited, at the aggregate, an equitable,
207.
Ferreira, Nivan,
Marcos Lage, Harish
Doraiswamy, Huy Vo, Luc
Wilson, Heidi Werner,
Muchan Park, and Claudio
Silva. “Urbane: A 3D
Framework to Support Data
Driven Decision Making in
Urban Development.” In
2015 IEEE Conference on
Visual Analytics Science and
Technology (VAST), 97–104.
Chicago, IL, USA: IEEE,
2015. https://doi.org/10.1109/
VAST.2015.7347636.

harmonious result. The second part of this work offered a new
conversion approach following a twofold methodology. First,

produce new design patterns to address the typological gap
between modern office buildings and standard residential

layouts. Second, provide a framework by which to simulate

the neighborhood effects206 created by the introduction of

new development into Financial Districts. Finally, a Tool-kit
was developed to identify spaces for conversion at the intra-

building scale and evaluate the impact of the new residential
units in Midtown Manhattan.
Open Questions
Four main questions arose from this work. First, what

are the additional barriers for conversion that inhibit adaptive

reuse procedures of older office buildings in Financial
districts that remain hidden? Second, from an economic and
ownership structure standpoint, how can a granular, floor
208.
“A New Life:
Conversion of Vacant
Office Buildings into
Housing.” Accessed
January 13, 2020. https://
www.researchgate.net/
publication/235289905_A_
new_life_Conversion_of_
vacant_office_buildings_into_
housing.

by floor approach provide a reasonable alternative to the
traditional way of developing real estate products? Third, how
can a collaborative, cross-regional effort aimed at facilitating

a conversion process across multiple urban markets be

constructed to alleviate the significant supply constraint
of affordable housing in cities? Lastly, given the degree of
difficulty involved in altering existing office structures, how

can new office buildings be designed and constructed such
that they could easily incorporate an alternative use in the
future?
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Photo 01.
Thesis defense | December 13, 2019 16:00pm.

Photo 02.
Thesis defense | December 13, 2019 16:00pm.
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